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Selected As A Best All Round KantuCky 001MmunIty Newspaper

Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around Murray
An apple orchard in New
York has come up with a novel
idea. They have 200 trees and
rent them from May 1 to
November 15 for $21.95. A
person has his own tree for that
period. He gets all the apples on
it, can picnic under it or just lie
there in the shade. As added
incentive, the orchard also has
a fishing hole. Which just goes
to show you, ideas make money.
Come up with the right one and
you make it.
Some people are making
money out of Watergate. We
have seen several plastic
portfolios with "Watergate
File" in large type across the
top. Near the bottom there are
several holes for the "leaks".
Theo -tee, we got a
promotional record through the
mail entitled "Down By the Old
Watergate." Whatever the
event, somebody will make
money on it.
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Someome said "Civilization is
a system under which a man
pays a quarter to park his car so
he won't be fined a dollar while
spending a dime for a nickel cup
of coffee."
"...in some form or other,
communication seems to be
man's big problem today...the
problem is not a lack of communication, but rather a fear of
saying what we really want to
say
"We are afraid to risk real
honest communication. We are
afraid of rejection, ridicule,
condemnation. We are afraid
that others will understand us
and then they dist not like us.
"Truly it is it risk to cornmunicate, but 1Wlearards far
outweigh the dangers. Life
takes on a new meaning when
you can talk with someone;
when you can share the
thoughts and feelings locked up
inside; when that deep urge is
released without fear. That's
real communication, and
there's no agency policing it or
taxing it. It's free—use it."
—ClogilcisRobert W.Mewling
Progress being made on the
new Goodyear Service store on
South 12th, Street.
We miscounted the vacant
lots on Melrose. There are a
couple more than what we said,
but that's still something
considering the fact that seven
years ago there were no houses
there at all.
Herbert Key just returned
from the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis. Back surgery. Jerry
Lee is back too.
Dr. John Ferguson is doing
the inside work on his home.
New tomatoes are in and are
they good
Cottage Grove, Ore., Sentinel: "If a bureaucrat were
drowning in the ocean, we have
a hunch he'd probably pause
long enough to write some rules
and regulations as to how it
should be done."
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tedly Remain As
MSU President Contenders
••

Four out-of-state educators
and two Kentucky attorneys
remain as the final contenders
for the presidency of Murray
State University, after a
seventh "finalist" withdrew his
name from consideration over
the weekend.
The Louisville Courier-Journal, in its Tuesday editions,
identified the six remaining
candidates for the post, although H. Glenn Doran, chairman of the Murray regents and
presidential screening committee, refused to comment on
those listed.
The list included Owensboro

WASHINGTON(AP) — President Nixon, feeling improved
after a restful night, scheduled
decision-making meetings today
on his Phase 4 economic program with Secretary of the
Treasury George P. Shultz and
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew.
Nixon set up a morning appointment with Shultz, one of
his principal economic advisers, and with White House
counselors Melvin R. Laird and
Bryce N. Harlow.
The White House said Phase
4 also would be the principal
topic at a 4 p.m. Nixon-Agnew
meeting. The President and
vice president have not talked
since Nixon entered the Bethesda, Md., Naval Hospital last
Thursday.
The administration's new
blueprint for wage-price restraints will be announced later
this week, according to White
House Press Secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler

Persons Register
Books Read In
Contest, Library
Children who have entered
the Summer Reading contest
sponsored by the Calloway
County Public Library should
register all of the books they
fad Saturdiiiily-ii.
hoveWinners of three categories
will be chosen Monday, July b.
The categories are: The one
who has read the most books
from the 1st and 2nd grades;
from the 3rd, 4th and 5th
grades; and from the 6th and
only
7th
The
grades.
requirement is that members
should read on their grade or
reading level.
Winners will be notified by
telephone by Monday, afternoon.
"The Reading Club has over
100 participants this year and
we are pleased to see the results
o- f another very successful
summer program," a library
spokesman said,

insurance executive Wells T. an original field of 216 appliLovett; Calloway County Judge cants for the post.
Robert M. Miller; Patrick F.
McGinnis, 52, an ordained
McGinnis, an official with the Methodist minister, formerly
Alaska Department of Educa- was president of Alaska Methtion; Dr. Orley R. Herron, odist University. The 52-yearpresident of Greenville (Ill.) old educator was graduated
College; Dr. John Caldwell from Asbury (Ky.) College and
Guilds, 49, vice provost for lib- Theological Seminary.
Herron, 39, Is a native of Careral and cultural disciplines at
the University of South Caro- ter County and has been presilina, and Dr. Constantine Cur- dent at Greenville since 1970.
ris, vice president and dean of He formerly was assiatant ie
the faculty at West Virginia In- the president of Indiana Stab
University.
stitute of Technology.
Dr. Guilds, 49, formerly was
Lovett and Miller had acprofessor and head of South
they
that
knowledged earlier
were among seven chosen by Carolina's English department
the screening committee from bellbre assuming the vice pro-vont position.
Dr. Cur-is, 32, earned hie
doctorate degree from the University of Kentucky and has
held administrative posts with
Marshall 1W. Va.) University
the West Virginia Department of Education and Midway
Niton had a fever of II- de- (KY.) College.
grees during the night but it
Doran said no date has been
had returned to normal by set for recommending a succesmorning, the White House said sor to Murray President Dr.
today.
Harry M. Sparks, who has anAfter dining Monday night on nounced his intention to retire.
beef tenderloin, string beans,
carrots and fettucini, the report
said, "the President slept well
throughout the night without
difficulty."
Nixon's two principal WaterKey '73 has a special booth at
gate counselors, Leonard Garment and J. Fred Burhardt, the Murray-Calloway County
made an unannounced trip to Fair giving some of the obthe hospital Monday night. The jectives and goals of the
White House said they did not organization of ministers and
see Nixon but met with Ziegler churches in Murray and
and White House staff chief Al- Calloway County.
At 9:15 p.m, each night a
exander M. Haig Jr.
entitled the "Son Wormovie
houran
The President had
long visit Monday night with shippers' will be shown at the
wife Pat, daughter Tricia Cox, booth which is along with the
and Florida friend C.B. "Bebe" booth sponsored by the
Christian Book there, Wayne
Rebozo.
and Cathey Perris, owners.
Afterwards, Mrs. Nixes told
said anothat
.t
-reporters "He's great.
__- service of thelay '73 booth will
She and Tricia brought aim be to provide idiot interval free
the family dogs on leashes and 'baby sitting services for
Tricia reported that poodle Mothers during programs and
Vicki, terrier Pasha, and setter events at the fair. This will be
King Tirnahoe -really perked each evening and also on
him up."
Kiddies Day on Thursday af(See Nixon,Page 10
ternoon.

CALE BROACH SELECTIDSJIALIMOMMOr 'WOK Cola Brea* rester, was ardeefed as 110Illethey-Calloway County Fair
-- sid runner-up was
Queen" at the opening eved Ofthe fair hileaday Aft.Selected first runner-up wa.CsyllItebefl rfght, aimirsees
Miss Denise Hook,left. Mies Brea& wasaim cheese Idles Congeniality by the ether thatettaots in the beauty peewit.
Photo By David Hill

Key '73 Booth At
The County Fair

FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) —
While 86 Kentucky school districts would not have to raise
property taxes at all under a
proposal in a new study, 40 others would have to raise their
rates by more than 10 cents.
James Melton, an assistant
state superintendent of public
instruction, gave that effect
Monday of one recommendation
contained in a national education finance project study, released over the weekend. He

was speaking to an interim legislative subcommittee on education finance.
Melton said that acceptance
of the recommendation to increase local effort required of
school districts from 30 to 50
cents of $101) assessed valuatio
would mean nine districts
would have to raise their rates
by 15 to 20 cents.
Another 31 districts would
have to raise their rates by 10
to 12 cents, he said, while 31

Miss Gale Broach, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray T. Broach
was crowned as 1973 MurrayCalloway County Fair Queen at
the opening event at the fair
held last night. She was
crowned by Miss Joyce
Hopidns„ 1972 Queen.
new queen is a gradua
_CliDoWICCounty High
pad was sponsored * the
Mademoieelle Shop. She
received a $75.00 savings bond
from the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club,
sponsor of the queen contest, a
trophy from the Sigmas, a

swould have to raise them by 5
to 10 cents, 32 would have to
raise them by 1 to 5 cents and
86 would need no raise at all.
Also appearing before the
subcommittee to explain the report In more detail was one of
its authors, a Florida specialist,
Kern Alexander.
One of the most significant
recommendations in the study,
Melton said, was for an additional $120 million to be spent
on elementary and secondary
education in Kentucky a year.
(See Schools,Page 10)

Senior Citizens Have
Articles On Display
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.00 gift certificate from The
Place, $10.00 gift certificate
from the Mademoiselle Shop, a
glamour case from Fashion
220, gift certificate from Merle
Norman, a shampoo and set
from Leta's Beauty Salon, and a
red roses from The Poppy
-1110P'Pe.
The Jaycees will sponsor Miss
Broach in the Miss Kentucky
County Fair contest at the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville,
in January. The winner of this
contest will enter the Miss
Kentucky contest in 1974, according to Van Waugh, Fair
Board Chairman,
Mitchell,
Cathy
Miss
daughter of Mr. end Mrs.
Phillip Mitchell, was first
runner-up. She will be a senior
at Murray High School this year
and was sponsored by the Capri
and Cheri Theatres. She
received a trophy, $50.00
savings bond from the Sigmas,
$5.00 gift certificate from The
Place and Mademoiselle,
mystic blush from Fashion 220,
and a gift certificate from
Merele Norman.
Miss Denise Hook, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. B.B. Hook, was
selected second runner-up. She

FREE DOG
Registered German Shepherd
dog, three years old, is free to
someone for a pet. For information call 753-4968.

The Weather
Partly cloudy and warm
tonight, low tonight around 70.
Wednesday considerable cloudiness, warm and more humid
with chance of a few afternoon
thundershowers, high in the up- per 80s.
• Mostly cloudy, with a cooling
4
;:lreatl Thursday through saturof
Order
2611
Loyal
Moose
MADE--The
presented
the Calloway County Fire-PRESENTATION
or
showers
of
.dutrice
day. A.thunder/sowers each day, ..Ifiesionalignid anew Si horsepower Evinrude boat engine to assist the squad's efforts in water search
apareMem_lhip sew, left to tight, Kenneth Lamb, junior governor of Moose: Jim
Highs-In-the mid to upper tiOit
Wahmee,fire rescue; and Jimmy Johnson, assistant chief of fire rescue. Front row, Max Dowdy,
Thursday falling to the mid
rescue squad: Ronnie Barnett of the fire rescue squad, Kea Masker, goveruor She ,
by Saturday. Lows in the rricTto-upper 80s, calling to Me low- Loyal Order of Moose and Jerry Edwards,lieutenant of water rescue.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brawlea)
to-mid 60s by Saturday.

GRASSFIRE
The Murray Fire Department
Carroll
to
was called
Volkswagen Body Shop Monday
at 1:30 p.m.
Firemen said that some grass
behind the building had caught
on fire. ..No damage was
reported.
The fire department also
assisted the Murray City Police
Monday in two seperate traffic
accidents.

is a graduate of Murray High
School and was sponsored by
Thurman Furniture. From the
Sigmas Miss Hook received a
$25.00 savings bond and trophy,
a $5.00 gift certificate from The
Place and Mademoiselle,
mystic blush from Faddist-3W
and a gift certificate &On
Merele Norman.
The new queen, Miss Slick-was also chosen as bliss
Othgeniality by queen contalents. Miss Vicki Pat Lamb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Lamb, last year's Miss
Congeniality, crowned her.
Miss Broach's prizes for this
honor included a trophy from
the Sigmas, $5.00 gift certificate
and
Place
The
from
Mademoiselle, mystic blush
Fashion 221,,ohainpoo and
_
set from Kingswood Beauty
• Sake, oid a gift certificate

Orchestra Concert
Will Be tonight
The Murray State University
Summer Symphony Orchestra
will present a concert of light
classical
music
tonight
(Tuesday), at 7:30 p.m. in
_Recital Hal "A" of the Fine
Arts Center on the University
campus.
The program will include
"Russian Sailor's Dance," by
Ghere,"Egmont Overture," by
Beethoven, "Legend from
MacDowell's "IrMian Suite,"
Copland's "John Henry," and
"Blue Tango by Leroy Anderson.
The concert is open to the
public without charge, a
spokesman said.

from Merle Norman.
Master of Ceremonies for the
evening was Gary Roedemeier,
and judges were Mrs. Charles
Howard of Mayfield, Mrs.
Robert E. Jones of Murray, and
Gary Holiman of Murray. Mr.
and Mn. Bethel Richardson
(See Fair,Page 10)

McCallon Home
Damaged, Fire
Fire and smoke damage was
to the house of Jerry
McCallon of Murray Route One,
near Lynn Grove, last night
about 6:50 p.m., according to
the report filed by the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
The _era started thollitest-lo-the bedroom and was contabod
to the closet and attic area at
the house; however some
smoke damage was reported to
the house and furnishings,
squad members said:
The squad received the call at
6:50 p.m. which was turned in
by a neighbor, and they arrived
at the scene at 7:02 p.m. The
Sre was contained by the squad__
and they returned to the station
Alitaight p.m. The squad used
_booster and 100 ft of 1 lei inch
lines in fighting the flames on
the frame dwelling.
Squad personnel answering
the call were B. Dowdy, D.
Johnson, Jim Johnson, Jerry
Edwards, Loyd Key, Ed Jennings, Charles Tubbs, Phil
Owens, Larry Hale, Jim
Wilkinson, Gordon Wirt, Mason
Milby, Robert Trenholm, Ron
Stout, Jim Greer, Bud Miller,
Mike Farley, and Randy Lynn.

Articles made by the MurraySenior
Calloway County
Citizens are now display in the
window of Scott's Downtown
drug store.
The display includes ceramic
pieces, yardstick holder,
pressed flower pictures,
doorstops, and many other
items which can be given as
bridge party gifts, shower gifts,
special occasions, as well as in
your own home.
Money from the sale of these
articles will be used in future
Senior Citizens projects.
RADIO STOLEN
The theft of a portable radio
from the First United Methodist
_Church was reported tn city
police at 10:40 a.m. Monday by
the pastor, Dr. James Fisher.
Poithemen said this is the
third time in the past month
that this type or-incident has
happened to the church

CALLOWAY CiatINTY Coati Clerk Marvin Harris with the ass*tanceAttilitifitzel Woman's Club_
Iterabsedi set spin the Merchants Building at the Fair_te_re-register voters. All voters must rePhoto by David-Hifi
•
register in order to be able to vote in the November general decides.
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Elizabethtown Now Boasts New
dition in Lincoln Heritage
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Elizabethtown, rich in the
Lincoln lore that has been
woven into the tapestry of
Kentucky history, now boasts a
Lincoln
new addition-the
Heritage House, which Thomas
Lincoln, father of the 16th
President helped to build.
It was in Elizabethtown that
Thomas Lincoln did much of his
early carpentry work: courted
young Sarah Bush; owned
property, and made his first
home after his marriage to
Nancy Hanks; where his first
child, a daughter was born, and
where he later returned to wed
Sarah Bush Johnson after both
their spouses had died.
Its restoration completed this
spring by Hardin Countains,
the Lincoln Heritage House is
located off US-31W, north of
Freeman
Elizabethtown, in
Lake Park. It is a double log
cabin. The smaller portion,
dating from 1789, has one room
and a loft. It is the larger cabin,
built in 1805, in which Tom
Lincoln did the joiner's work,
The older part of the house
now houses a gift shop which is

Mich

Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray $ 35 per week, $I 52 per
month. $18 20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$7 50 per year, other destinations. 118 00 per year. All mail. sub
arr,ptions plus 5 percent state tax
Entered daily at the Post Office, Moray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is Itse Integrity of its Newspaper
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Court Recognizes Local Rights
The Supreme Court's recognition that moral
standards aren't the same in every community and
that local attitudes should be the prime factor in
determining what is obscene is a landmark decision
that reaches much further than pornography alone.
Stripped bare, the ruling recognizes the right of
local groups to make their own decisions on issues,
of purely local consequence. In this instance, the
court felt that application of a single standard for the
entire nation was too harsh, and that people at the
grass-roots level are better qualified to set
guidelines which will affect the moral fiber of their
communities.
The Record News believes this is good. Without
doubt, local leaders elected by local citizens wilrbe
more responsive to the desires o the community as a whole than would administrators elsewhere.
In communities where enough pressure is brought
to bear, there will be stringent guidelines on the
limits of sexual candor in books and movies. In
others where there is a permissive attitude, the rules
will be more lax. But in either case,that which exists
will be a reflection of the majority attitude in that
community.
The court moved a bit more toward returning
basic rights to the people.—The action is
welcomed.—Wichita Falls (Tex.) Record News.
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
The Lord called Samuel: and he
am I.—I Samuel 3:4.

answered, here

Christians trained as followers of Christ will
answer, Here am I

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

My daughter gave-me an electric pencil sharpener
for my birthday, and the gift card that *ent with it
le is
.
-se said: "For the man who has everything."" Litt
she.aware of some of The things I-can't find- il'tbe
markets anymore-currante!„ in seasons, _the wonderful beef steaks that were cornfed,-aot-TORnula
fed, ham cured in the old-fashioned way and not
embalmed.. ..and, 10.add insult to _ deprivation,
restaurants--whera-*ou_dolahave_to pay_lot the
bellyathe.
' **The kids 9f today will never, know
—

bow good fused to
r ,Abe Waterhill

Other points of interest in
Elizabethtown and Hardin
County include the BrownPusey House, a former
stagecoach inn built around
1818, now a community center,
and genalogical and historical
library. Gen. George A. Custer
lived in this house from 1871 to
1873, and Jenny Lind sang from
its front steps while on her 1851
tour of America. Admission to
the Brown-Pusey House is free,
from it)a.m. to 5 p.m., Mondays
through Saturdays•When
travelers tier the pl
Coca-Cola
Elizabethtown they see; -inaddition to the workings of the
plant, Japanese carp swimming
in an Oriental fish pool in the
lobby. On the lobby walls are
mural of the numerous styles of
containers used to hold the soft
drink.
In wooded Keyes Park, at
Fort
of
north
Knox
Elizabethtown, is the Patton
Museum of Cavalry and Armor
which includes arms used in
battles from the American
Revolution to the Vietnam
War. Some of the personal effects of Gen. George S. Patton
Jr., are on display. The Patton
Museum is open weekdays, 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and on
Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays, from May 1 to September 30, from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Admission is free.
Elizabethtown is a focal plot
for travelers in Kentucky:
is Cave Country On 146, north on
the Kentucky Turnpikeis
Louisville, west, via the
Western Kentucky Parkway, is
the prodigious lake region and
east on the Blue Grass Parkway
the
are Lexington and
Bluegrass.

cousins. This produces a steer
By TOM SIEBERT
that matures at a heavier
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AF) — Bigger weight and can be slaughtered
cattle could mean more meat into a BOO to 900-pound carcass
health
officials.
America's consumers and — about 200 pounds heavier
for
which respond positively to test
In an effort to further the the world markets, but the than average.
for brucellosis).
Dr. L. S. Pope of Texas A&M
"We are not letting cattle brucellosis eradication cattle industry isn't sure larger
who moderated the
University,
calling
is
Maddox
Dr.
program,
economical.
be
would
steers
move from one yard to another
In fact some agricultural re- recent Great Western Beef
without being tested first," Dr. upon cattle farmers for help. He
following searchers say the long term so- Expo at Sterling, Colo., said obthe
Maddox says, "If a reactor makes
cattlemen:
to
suggestions
lution may lie in the other di- jections that bigger cattle proare
we
shows up at a stockyard,
a
from
cattle
not
Do
buy
rection: slaughtering lighter vide cuts that are too big for
accattle
making
all
companying this reactor go livestock dealer or another and younger steers if the ani- the retail market can be overback to the farm of origin under farmer without having a mals could provide high quality come by the butcher.
Kenneth W. Monfort, whose
brucellosis test. At the time, it meat.
quarantine or to slaughter."
One larger packer says freez- Greeley, Colo., feedlots turn out
Dr. Maddox said another might seem cheaper, but in the
will cost a great deal ing beef cuts in retail-size pack- over 200,000 steers a year, says
reason for the up-swing in the end,
more.
ages would help save money by the industry recognizes the
number of reactors is the fact
All breading cattle bought allowing inventories to be built need to create more beef but is
the state of Tennessee is testing
all cattle 18 months old and from sale, stockyard, livestock up. But he acknowledges house- hampered by lack of heavy aniover, going through markets dealers or other farmers should wives would rebel against 14,-.- mals to put on feed.
"A year ago we bought two
superthere. In the past, farmers, be kept Isolated from other
thirds of the weight and added
meat at the
t.
oftrailh
including those in Kentucky,,cattle iuscifbetaieMd again in 30 market.
Cattle feeders say something one-third," said Monfort. "Tosuspectiqg that they had in- days. They may have been
the
brucellosis,
to
exposed
going to have to be done. day we're buying 58 per cent
is
fected animals, could take them
to a Tennessee market to be incubation period is from 21 to They say they are caught in a and adding 42."
One of the big advantages of
sold without a test. Con- Xi days, which was not evident squeeze by the federal ban on
carcasses comes in
heavier
of
time
the
at
purchase.
DES,
stimulant
growth
the
sequently, if the animals were
If calves are vaccinated, this soaring feed prices and a processing, says Monfort. It
infected, the lack of testing at
the selling point meant that the should be done as close as dwindling amount of open costs just about the same to
infection remained unkown to possible to 3 months of age. A lot range lands to grass-feed the slaughter a big steer as it does
a little one, he says.
of calves and heifers are being young steers.
brought into Kentucky from
The animals arriving at feedwestern states and are being lots are smaller than ever and
vaccinated at ages from 8 to 12 have to be kept on feed longer.
i.151ILIRRAY al Open 7:30-Start Dusk
months Consideration i ei4m_ The longer Jmi time, coupled
DRIVE
given to stopping the use of with President Nixon's anti-inTONITE
IN
vaccine in Kentucky. Abuse of nation price controls, are
and
vaccine accounts for a good shrinking profit margins
percentage of the problems raising the threat of meat
encountered today,
shortages, the cattle industry
TIM MAN WITII
U111 GIONSMAIT
If a reactor is found in a herd, contends.
Sers
•
AM IS BACK!
speed is important In its
NIT LMICASIB•plase tiar!
The push for the bigger cattle
at a rate double that of nonM*EIU
removal to keep other- animals solution-comes primarily from
ecinas
election years.
LEE
MIL=FBI 60PAISCUTI
from being infected. All breeders, who have exVAN CLEEF
A provision in the original
brucellosis infected herds will perimented with crossing some
draft of the House franking
"RETURN
be under quarantine until the of the new "exotic" steers with
reform bill to prohibit mass
ofSABATAherd
3
has
tests
negatiiie
not
breed
English
lighter
their
mailings within 613 days of pricome. I'PG ago
less
120
than
days from the date
mary and general -elections
owed AMY
HOUNDING 111E NEWS
the reactor was sold.
was deleted by the House Post
"
MANCHESTER, England
State Agriculture' ComOffice Committee on a 9-to-7
shown
1st
ratite
I
Baskervilla
&
Clifford
Wad.
z..'Scorpi
vote.
missioner Wendell Butler urged
diary
his
began
in
August
1939.
The House Ethics Commit- farmers to cooperate with the
spending an hour or two every
tee never has acted on frankrequests being made by Dr. night to recard the
important
ing abuse, And the U.S JusMaddox. He said most farmers happenings of the day at. home
ent never has
tice De
have cooperated well in the and abroad
consider,prosecuting a conpast, helping to advance the
Today, 94 volumes,later. Chfgressman for possible misuse
eradication effort,
ford Baskerville is still' jottinf
of public funds. The former
"Brucellosis is a costly do‘k n the news The 94 large
trifg.r4 ,'11;
THEATR OW14.
Post Office Department
cheeky.," Butler said, "and notebooks fill about 20 feet of
stopped rendering advisory
every cattleman should be bookcase at his homein Chad- QC%
opinions on what is frankable
dedicated to is eradication. We ton-rum Hardy
in 1968.
There s alviays a -war —obi
have come a long way in the
so mev.h ere.. says Baskerville.
But in 1972, there were two
* Warren Oates
past two decades and it would
whose records range from-delandmark federal court cases
be a shame for us to falter now, tailed accounts of
World War 11
in which the judges, acting on
and
particularly when we are in air raids on Mane-h.-A:ter to Viet.
complaints from the con..
sight of full eradiction."
nam
gressman's political oppo* Cloris Leachman
nents, ruled that some mater Starts WED.
rial being mailed under the
,L
In
frank was political and not of..
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'
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It was this judicial review
ON
25'
SAVE
CINEMAS
on congressional privilege
MR.. In Now. 1.00.1.101
ADMISSION PRICE
that prompted House action
these
Pay
on reform legislation deter
signed to keep the privilege
every
intact and to bar further court
sin!
"DIRTY LITTLE
Stort-s—W
—ED.
interferences.
*1 BEWARE!
T
o
A.
Zip
rr-lect
Doe
BILLY"
That prohibition against judicial review is contained in
Doo-Dah Fun lestt
OF
Wel
THE
iga OON 114411
.•001TIMI0
- olonerman
the "reform" bill adopted
overwhelmingly by the
House.
4
GP
Although the bill was sent to Air
• ds, mesa,,okmulaiell pchl
oescoi.ons 031
the Senate in mid-April the • 61)7)
Ps*.la
Senate Post Office Committee
so far. has not uctedi-

1:1te

Franking reform
stalled in Senate
By BENJAMIN SHORE
Copley News Service

The Calloway County Chapter .of the American
Red Cross has been accepted by theNashville Blood
Center of the American Red Cross as a participant
In the drive for Blood for Defense only. Plans now
callfor the appearanee***-first- bloodmobile here
in early October. • <Mr
•
Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy of Murray, Mr.and Mrs.
Roy Yates of Mayfield, lend Mr. and Mrs. Harry
-?Yates of Lone Oak all celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversaries with a dinner party at the Foy home.
Mrs. Fey•and the two Mr.-Yates are sisters and
brothers and the three couplet were married July 2,
1928 in a triple wedding.

Answer For Mut Buyers

owned, rents paddle boats and
rowboats by the hour, and
permits fishing but no swimming. Picnic tables and grills
are around the lake and in a
shelter house.
Near the Lincoln Heritage
House is the Helm Cemetery, on
US-31W, which is the burial
place of John LaRue Helm,
twice governor of Kentucky,
and his son, Gen. Ben Hardin
Helm, whose wife, Emilie, was
a sister of Abraham Lincoln's
wife, Mary Todd. Emilie Helm
visited in the White House with
the LincoLns while her husband
fought in the Confederate Army, and the President often
referred to her as "little sister."

CAPITAL TOUCH

TE11111-11=2,,,

Calloway County banks have indicated by their
.:June 30th bank statements that their total assets
have increased by nearly two,. million dollars since
1June 30, 1952.

4;16
- socvio.
top* tais

Testing Reveals Brucellosis

Ten Years Ago Today

i2.0 Years Ago Today

a showplace for Hardin
County's arts and crafts. Some
of the shawls and bonnets are
probably from the patterns
used in the Lincolns' day.
Homemade soap, dolls, rugs,
place mats, candles, paintings
on wood, ceramics and red
corn-cob jelly are for sale.
A rocking chair in the larger
cabin is said to have been made
by Thomas Lincoln; one of the
house's original doors holds an
assortment of pioneer iron
implements; a chest dates back
to 1750, and various other
examples of Thomas Lincoln's
w000dworking skills can be
seen. Upstairs are early surveying equipment, a poplar
cord bed, a cradle, a flax wheel,
a netting am& from a treet
root. Tobacco sticks hold up
burlap window curtains.
The Lincoln Heritage House is
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Tuesdays through Saturdays,
and 1:30 to 5 p.m. on Sundays.
Admission is 50 cents for adults
and 25 cents for children under
12.
Freeman Lake, municipally

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
for
testing
Expanding
brucellosis and tighter surveillance on movement of cattle
is revealing an alarming
number of infected animals, Di-.
state
Maddox,
Tom
veterinarian, reports.
Brucellosis, commonly known
as "bang's disease," is
primarily concerned with
reproduction in cattle. Affecting
LEDGER a 11111E8 FILE
reproduction in the female, it
can prevent breeding—or if
The Murray-Calloway County Youth Band, contracted during pregnancy—
directed by Phillip Shelton and Robert Singleton, can cause abortion of the unperformed at the Murray-Calloway County Fair last born calf. The diease is not
physically visible and in some
•
night.
cases is transmittalbe to
William E. Hendon- has been named'It- the-7-4- humans in the forrri of unduhint
Calloway-Marshall Aria Farmers Home Ad- fever.
Dr. Maddox says that on the
ministration committee, according to Howard 0.
suflace, it would appear that
Paschall. the agency's county supervisor.
brucellosis is increasing among
The senior art exhibit of Larry Dunn, son of Mr. Kentucky herds, when actually
and Mrs. Prentice Dunn,opened July 15, at the Mary the tougher program is finding
:Ed McCoy Gallery in the Fine Arts Building at more reactors rthose animals

Murray State College.
-Mr. and Mrs. Brent Outland will leave Saturday
-for a week's vacation at a resort on Lake Michigan.
;Iliey will also visit her father, C.B. Bomar and other
in Elkhart. Ind.
:trelatives
v
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WASHINGTON — The Senate is dragging its heels on
House-passed legislation to
reform abuses of the congressional franking privilege,
raising the possibility that
there may be no reform until
1975.
The House in mid-April approved a bill to correct abuses
of the free postage privilege,
but the Senate has scheduled
no action on the legislation.
An official of the Senate
Post Office Committee said
action would be unlikely until
September at the earliest, and
if it looked as if the process of
hearings, floor debate and
compromise conferences with
the House could not be completed by the December adjournment, then the committee "probably" would not begin the process.
"But if we don't do anything
this year." the committee official said, "then it's sure that
nothing will happen next year
because it's an election year
That would delay reform of
franking abuses until 1975, if
then.
Presently, Iffe law establishing the franking privilege
says it is up to each member
of the Congress to determine
what is "official business." As
a result, abuses are commonplace and costly.
The taxpayers will pay
nearly $35 million in fiscal
I978 tO the U.S. Postal Service
"to deliver lii .Millions of
---pieeasottrardaxtromil. This is..
up from $14.5 millitatIn fiscal
•
1971.
AbitialapelliSreernman
- as congressmen begin thaireelectiOn campaigns.
mailings of, self-praising
• newsletters flow off Capitol
Hill • into constituents' mailboxes on the eve of elections

.T1eaJite

flirt,WED.
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Matinees Daily Wed., July 18, thru Tue. 24th
One Complete Shows.Starting at 1:15 p.m. .
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Lilly-McKenzie Wedding Vows Read
The sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church of Murray was
the setting for the July 7 wedding of Miss Lusanne Craddock
Lilly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Truett Lilly of Murray
and Dr. Thomas Aaron
McKenzie ILL Son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tholtn Aaron McKenzie
of Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, Pastor
Emeritus, performed the
double ring ceremony at half
after four in the afternoon.
The vows were exchanged
before a brass wedding arch of
white tapers decorated with
magnolia leaves. This was
flanked by four white Grecian
urns on pedestals containing

Tuesday,July 17
The Summer Symphony
Orchestra of Murray State will
present a concert of light
classical music at 7:30 p.m. in
Recital Hall "A" in the Price
Pelle_ Fine Arts Center.

arrangements of magnolias.
The family pews were
marked with white ribbon and
magnolia foliage.
A program of organ music
was presented by John Winter,
associate professor of music at
Murray State University.
Selections Included were
"Cantabile," "Vision," Prelude
on "Brother James Air,''
"Prayer," "How Fair and How
Pleasant Art Thou," "In the
Cathedral," "Benediction,"
"Sheep May Safely Graze,"
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Deering,"
Vocal selections by Gus
Robertson, Jr. were "The King
of Love My Shepherd Is" by
Shelley and "The Lord's
Prayer" by Malotte.

Story Hour for ages four
through eight will be at the
Hazel Elementary School at
10:30 a.m.

Voter re-registration booth
will be at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair from seven to ten
The Adult Great Books p.m., sponsored by the Hazel
Ditectunion Group will meet at Woman's Club.
die Calloway County Pbulic
library at seven p.m.
Baptist Young Wailer of
Murray-Calloway County Flint Church are scheduled to
Fair continues with Jersey meet at the church at seven
cattle shows at ten am. and p.m.
Rock Music Night at eight p.m.
Sentor Citizens will meet at
• Murray Assembly No. 19 the community building, North
Order of the Rainbow for Girls hid Street, at 1:30 p.m. For
Is scheduled to meet at seven transportation call 753-0929.
p.m. at the Maaonci Hall.
Murray-Calloway County
Murray TOPS Club will meet Fair continues with the 4-H and
at seven p.m. at the Health FFA Dairy show at ten a.m. and
the gospel music show at eight
Center.
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are invited to
movies about Kentucky at the
Deadline for entering the
Calloway Public Library at two
"Little Miss Murray-Calloway
p.m. For transportation call
County Beauty contest on
753-0929 or 753-9041.
August 11, at seven p.m. at
Voter re-registration booth Lovett auditorium, 1SISU, is
will be at the Murray-Calloway today. Send entry to Martha
County Fair from seven to ten call Jeanie Lamb 753-6756,
p.m., sponsored by the Hazel Cynthia Hart, 753-0157, or
Woman's Club.
Martha Andrus 753-3862 for
information.
Wednesday, July 18
Thursday, July 11
Murray 00in_ Duplicate
Hazel Woman's Club will
Bridge Clieh meets at meek riprosor a voter re-registration
p.m.at Gleason Hall, North 12th WOW at the fair from seven to
Street. All interested persons tea p.m.
are invited.

The processional consisted et"Fanfare" by Buztehude and
"Trumpet Tune and Air" by
Purcell.
At the conclusion of the
ceremony, the bridal couple left
the sanctuary to the accompaniment of the singing of
the hymn "Joyful, Joyful We
Adore Thee," ky_the standing
audience. "Rigaudon" by
Campra, was presented by
Professor Winter as the organ
recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was radiant in a
formal gown of ivory silk
organza combined with reembroidered Venice lace in
laurel leaf design. The princess
silhouette featured a fitted
bodice which was adorned with
vertical rows of lace and the
neckline was Victorian with self
ruching trim. The long tapered
sleeves were detailed at the
wrist with the ruching trim. A
classic a-line skirt was accented
with vertical appliques of the
repeated lace pattern, and
swept into a graceful chapel
length train which was also
adorned with appl1qued liace

Dean_ -Abl3v,
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Doesn't a girl have the right to be
chaste anymore?
My boy friend and I are soon to be married, and we
don't want any kids yet, so I talked to my mother and she
suggested I get birth control pills before I get married.
I called the local Family Planning clinic about getting
pills; they said I would have to come down for a pelvic and
breast examination by their own doctor. I asked if they had
any Women doctors, and they said no.
Then I called a couple of private male doctors, and
they said I would have to be examined before they would
prescribe the pill for me. Then I called a woman doctor
and she said an examination wasn't necessary for me to
get the pill as long as I felt well.
I think these male doctors are unfair and have no
regard for a girl's feelings. I wonder why the male doctors
require examinations and the woman doctor didn't? Is it
male chauvinism, or greed for the extra examination fee?
WONDERING IN TOPEKA

-

DEAR WONDERING: A pelvic and breast examination
by a male physician will In so way violate your chastity.
Furthermore. medical authorities tell me that Its considered risky to prescribe the pill without having examined
the palest, because not all women can use the pill safely.
Most doctors, malt and female, concur and

take no

chances.
EAR ABBY: I've been dating a lovely widow for
eler three years_ While dating her, r also dated a couple of
--divorcees. Without going into detail, let me just say I did
more than hold hands with all three of these ladies.
For the last few months I've been dating the widow
exclusively, and we are seriously considering matrimony.
She is very inquisitive, and knowing that I have dated the
two divorcees, she keeps quizzing me about the relationships.
In fact, she presses me for the most intimate details.
Must I reveal everything this woman wants to know? We
aren't kids. We are both in our fifties. Rush your answer to i!
SETTLING DOWN •.
me and I'll abide by your advice.
DEAR SETTLING: What went as between yes and the ••
other ladies in your life Is none of her business. Tell her
you'd so more ceasider disclosing what went oe between
you and THEM than what went on between you and HER.
That should settle IL

She wore a formal length veil
of imported illusion, designed in
demi-bouffant tiers and caught
to a silk petaled coronet of
Grecian design featuring
simulated tube roses and lily of
the valley.
She carried a high styled
bouquet featuring gardenias
and white butterfly roses
mingled with stephanotis.
Falling to a cathedral strand
was the ivory silk ribbon worn
by her maternal grandmother
at her wedding Jan, 12, 1915.

Photo by Wilson Woolley

Her only jewelry was an
Mrs. Thomas Aaron McKenzie III
antique lavaliere, a gift of her
aunt, Miss Rosalie Lilly of bridal bouquet to adorn the top Minnicks, Mr. and Mn. Willis wet e hosts for the rehearsal
DEAR ABBY: I've a 70-year-old sister with whom I've
Henderson.
Yokley, Mrs. Mildred Hen- dinner which was held in the
tier.
been
estranged for many years. She became widowed [for
Inn.
Red Room of the Holiday
The cake was served by Mrs. dricks and Mrs. Mary Lena
The bride's sister and only
time] a few months ago. She has written to say
second
the
The U-shaped table was
attendant, Miss Trudy Lilly, Robert E. Mabe, aunt of the Weidemann, all of Franklin;
her 50-year-old son, who is extremely obnoxand
she
that
covered with a white linen cloth,
to visit me and my wife.
coming
served as maid-of-honor. She bride, and Mrs. Jesse Spencer, Miss Rosalie Lilly and Miss
are
IOUs,
'mawtable,
the
Virginia Cooper, Henderson; At the head
us 20 years ago and I'll never forget
visited
wore a formal gown of lemon cousin of the bride.
sister
This
arrangement consisted of flee
a row that I had to call the ponce and
such
yellow and white printed voile
made
The floral decoration on the Dr. and Mrs. Thomas YarShe
k.
white tapers in a white cancombined with a white voile bride's table consisted of an borough, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
lave her forcibly evicted.
surrounded by
delabrum
Wolpert,
Arthur
Mrs.
and
Lilly,
Frankly, this sister is not normal in the head and she
bodice. The waistline was epergne arranged with summer
rninature pink roses. The side
trouble wherever she goes. I've discussed this with
makes
defined with a wide band of flowers in a cloud of baby's all of Louisville; Mrs. T. A.
tables held similar, but smaller,
my wife, and she wants no part of my sister or her son.
lemon grosgrain and white breath. The floral arrangement McKenzie, 'Sr., Mrs. Mararrangements.
I intend to consult a lawyer who will send a registered
insertion lace, through which stood between silver five taper maduke Morton, VII, Mr. and
The decorations and place
letter to my sister, telling her that she is not welcome here,
was drawn yellow ribbon, used candelabra. The silver punch Mrs. Ellsworth Strickler, all of
cards were furnished by the
and advising her that there are protective laws for persons
in vertical appliques on the bowl, from the bride's sorority, Russellville; Mr. and Mrs.
groom's great aunt, Mrs.
Miss
and
McKenzie
A.
Thomas
do not want to be molested by undesirable relatives.
who
was
Delta,
Alpha Gamma
bodice which featured a
Lionville,
of
Wolpert
Authur
WinstonMcKenzie,
Will you please let me know if you think this is advisetorian neckline and loojadhep complimented by other silver Nancy
and by his grandmother, Mrs.
effective' Or have you perhaps some other sussessleeves. Bold white magnolia appointments that were used Salem, N. C.; Mr. arid Mn. T. A. McKenzie of RimmellvWe.
CANADIAN
Va.
would accomplish the same end?
Norfdik,
Shaw,
Mark
tinkthat
canapes,
Dainty
blossoms were printed on the throughout.
_
bride and groom
The
Diluter
Rehearsal
do
lemon background of the dirndl nuts, mints, coffee and punch
OAR CANADIAN: You know Sister better than I
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Illlisented gifts to their atSpecial music teacher,- - °Meiwere served. The butter a-earn
Let your lawyer handle It.
Moose are skirt.
*Wants.
workshop will be at eight p.m. scheduled to meet at eight p.m.
mints in the shape of wedding Matenzie, the groom's
She wore a bandeau of white bells, roses and leaves in the
in Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, at the lodge hall.
arid yellow with waist length soft colors of green, yellow and
Room 348, at eight p.m. with
streamers, and carried a
Ylda Novik as guest artist.
Murray-Calloway County harmonizing bouquet of yellow white, were made by the bride's
aunt, Mrs. J. C. Lilly.
the
with
Fair continues
roses, yellow daises and baby's
All the tables were uniformly
Holatein-Friesian Cattle shows breath.
draped in white peau de
at ten a.m., kiddie day at one
The bride's mother chose
_accented with Antal ribboilliat
, nioTeircycle pt-active at
ov
p. iitipplI
p
itii
r
The Odrinex
Ca Irsto ear the content. •.
:her daughter's wedding
races
motorcycle
and
p.m.
$111
become the slim trim person that an
Nat:hi/Me,
Staub,
Earl
Mrs.
of
aquamarine
gown
formal
7:30 p.m.
would UM to be. Odrinex het been au*
maracaine. The shirtwaist Tenn., presided at the coffee
tuccessf ully by thousands all over as
country for 14 years. Get rid ol exams*
was designed with service and Mrs. Mark Shaw,
bodice
Friday, July 20
fat and live longer.
Beef cattle show will be at ten dolman sleeves, and the skirt sister of the groom, served the
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
the
swallowed.Contains no dangerous drugs
a.m, and the WKHA Horse was fashioned in soft per- punch. Others assisting in
W.
A.
Mrs.
were:
reception
She
No starving. tio special exercises
wore
knife
pleats.
manent
show at 7:30 p.m. are highlight'
Odrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the large
Russell, Miss Cindy Mabe, •
County,
alloway
interspersed
rosettes
matching
Murray-C
the
of
economy size $5.25.
In her hair, and was presented a cousin of the bride, Miss Nancy
You must lose ugly fat or your
Fair.
money will be refunded No questions
corsage of white phalaenopsis McKenzie, sister of the groom,
asked Accept no substitutes Sold with
and Miss Mary Keys Russell.
orchids.
this guarantee by.
HOSPITAL PATIENTS
Following the reception, a
The groom's mother was
Jerry W. Atkins and Kerie
buffet was served f
wedding
coral
gown
of
ins
formal
attired
Ann Atkins of 1611 Ryan,
knit, featuring a bateau out-of-town guests at the hole
Murray, were discharged July neckline and small cap sleeves. of the bride's parents.
11, from the Community She carried a purse corsage of
After the buffet, the couple
Hospital, Mayfield.
left for a wedding trip to the
white phalaenopsis orchids.
Central Shopping Center
•
Mrs. Oswald Kummer, Gulf coast. After August 1, they •
2300
at
home
be
at
will
wore
the
of
bride,
grandmother
.- a pink and beige knit with Springdale Drive, Nashville,
matching jacket trimmed in Tenn.
*au Her accessories were
Dr. Lusanne McKenzie has
•
beige and her corsage was of
accepted a post graduate
bridal pink roses. _
fellowship in pediatric oncology
Mrs. Thomas McKenzie, Sr. at
Vanderbilt Medical Center
grandmother of the groom, for
the coming year, while Dr.
wore a deep blue knit dress with
Thomas McKenzie will begin a
matching lace trim and acres,dency in radialogy at the
cessories. Her corsage was of
same institution.
bridal pink roses.
Osit of Town Guests were: Dr.
Dr. McKenzie was attended
and Mrs. Don McCabe and
his father as best man.
The ushers were: Walter Sean, Mrs. Earl Shaub, Miss
-Franklin Lilly, Marion, cousin Donna Fox, Dr. Chuck Jackson,
of the bride, Mark Shaw, Dr. Robert Young, Dr. and Mrs.
.
- 74 Norfollt, Va., brother4n4aw of Jan VanEys, and Miss Trudy
the groom, Dr. Robert E. Mabe, Lilly, all of Nashville, Term.;
Signal Mtn., Tenn., Uncle of the Mrs. Alex Heflington, Murbide, and Dr. Robert Young, freesboro, Term., Mr. and Mrs.
Store Hours: 9:30-5:30
Raymond Williams, Knoxville,
Nashville, Tenn.
Tenn., Miss Sarah Smedley,
Reception
Following the wedding, the Paducah, Miss Mary Keys
receptior was held at the Russell, Morehead; Dr. and
Mrs. Robert E. Mabe, Miss
urray Woman's Club.
The guests were greeted at Cindy Mabe, Miss Cathy Mabe
"SON, THEY'VE FINALLY
the door by Mrs. James Harris all of Signal Mountain, Tenn.;
LOCATED MOMMIE"
and presented to the receiving Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Lilly, Mr.
line. The bride's register was and Mrs. J. Carlin Lilly, Mr.
She wasn't lost after all. She is just having a wonderful
kept by Mrs. Thomas Yar- and Mrs. Walter Franklin Lilly,
time browsing through all the beautiful merchandise
brough, sorority sister of the Mrs. Todd Brown, Mrs. Rill
Lynn, and Mrs. Philip Stone,
bride.
- The separate cake table held all of Marion. KentuckyAlso out of town guests were:
a three-tiered traditional white
tat, which was decorated with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Orr,
• draped garlands accented win Oakland City, Ind., Mr...and
fluted edges. Roses of Royal Mrs. Oswald Kutiuner,Mr. and
-ROUTt 1. MURRAY. KY
ii.
Wif
icing cascaded down the sides of Mrs. Arnold Kummer Mr. and
2ViNillirS11477,8enton Rd the cake with fresh yellow roses Mrs. Romea Kummer_
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
fashioned into a miniature Christopher, Mrs. Leslie
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Haverstock And Kain Ace
Twilight Golf Winners
E. J. Haverstock and Phyllia-44.
Buddy Spann and Sue Brown,
Kain were the over-all winners
43;
L. D. Miller and Betty
Friday as four evenings of
ton, 46; Royal Kain and Nell
weekly twilight golf came to an
Roach,46; E. J. Haverstock and
end at the Murray a-Frances
Mllier, 46.
Country Club.
Bill Thurman and Agnes
foursomes
in
two-ball
Playing
Payne, 47; Bob Billington and
each week, the 52 men and Inus Orr, 47; Dick Orr and
women competing in the Marilyn Adkins, 47; Ed Watson
tournament played with dif- and Beverly Parker, 47; Jim
ferent partners each week with Payne and Lanette Thurman,
the winners determined on the 47; M. C. Garrott and Annie
Mats of their over-all
47.
Jack Roach and Cathryn
Following Friday night's_
play, prizes were awarded Garrott, 48; Gene McCutcheon
following a barbecue and fresh and Rae Emener, 48; Richard
Knight and Euldene Robinson,
vegetables buffet dinner.
48;
Joe Rexroat and Marilyn
The Friday Parings and Pala, 49; Chester Thomas and
follows:
as
are
Scores
Donna Keller, 50; James
/ Jack Shell and Betty Lowry, Parker and Marie Lassiter, 52;
47; John Pauk and Phyllis Kain, Lee Stewart and Sue McCort,
:39; Jiggs Lassiter and Toopie 52.
Thomas, 42; Don Robinson and
Vickie Shell and Mike SanNancy Haverstock, 43; Louis ford, 53; Wayne Doran and
•,41yan and Beverly Spann, 44; Billie Cohoon, 53; Joe McCort
Emener and Mary Watson, and Martha Rayn, 55.

Bob Thurman was the star
Bob Daniel scattered three
'Jest night in Pony League piay
as he pitched the Indians to a 114 bits and fanned six batters as
went the distance on the hill in
victory over the Meta.
The other league game played the Reds' 4-3 Kentucky-the Orioles nipping the League win over the Cubs.
Bill Milton had a single for the
:ers 9-8.
the winners.
Thurman allowed singles to only hit for
Linus Kodman and Mike Milton, Joe Mark Ails, David
Stephenson for the only two Jones and Mike Ward all scored
safeties of the night for the a run apiece.
Mets.
For the Cubs, titan Rushing
) Thurman sent 13 batters back and Greg McClure each doubled
to the dugout with strikeouts. while Dan Potts singled. Runs
Nick Johnson and Jerry Jones were scored by Gary Eaker,
each doubled for the winners Bradley Wells and Greg Mcwhile Thurman, Jay Hill, Clure.
Lindsey Hudspeth, Mike
Bret Warner took the loss for
Murphy, Mike Wells, Kerry the Cubs and fanned nine men.
Thompson and Terry Grogan all
The Cubs are now in first
added singles.
place with an 8-2 slate while the
Paul Robertson came on in Reds are one-half game behind
relief of Terry Vance to gain a with an 8-3 record.
save in an exciting nightcap.
Tonight's 6 p.m. game will
The Dodgers left the tying run
stranded on third when the find the Cards meeting VWMets.
game ended.
Kevin Shahan had an insidethe-park hetnerun and two
singles. Jeff Oakley tripled and
singled while Vance singled and
doubled and Ken Perkins
singled twice.
Other hits for the Orioles
By The Associated Press
included doubles by Robertson
24
and Keith Cartwright and a 1973 Home runs
Most recent Home RunJuly 14
single by Tim Lane.
66
Keith Tabers pounded a 1873 Games Remaining
714
double, a triple and two singles Babe Ruth's Record
to lead the Dodgers. Terry Aaron's Career Home Runs697
17
Workman doubled and singled Aaron's Magic Number
Aaron had a single in three
while Kenny Adams singled
at-bats Monday night and drove
twice.
Other hits for the leoireg in a run with a bases-loaded
Dodgers included doubles by walk in the Atlanta Braves' 8-4
Joel Smith and Don McCui.ston victory over the New York
and singles by Mike Utley and Mets.

Aaron At
A Glance

TWILIGHT GOLF WINNERS: E.J. Haverstock, second from left, and Phyllis Kale receive their
trophies after being declared overall winners of the four-week couples' twilight golf tournament at
the Murray-Calloway Coontry Club. Making the presentations are Jack Shell, left, and Richard
Knight,the tournament chairmen. Haverstock,along with Mrs. Martha Sue Ryan,also won the event
Last year.

Oaks Tourney On Wednesday
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MURRAY TENNIS STARS—These young ladies from Murray
dominated tennis action over the weekead at the Clarksville City
.hmior Open. Top rowr-isdr4o tightk l_anamy Boone, Laths.
Outland, Jill Austin and Stacy Overbey. Kneeling, Carol Di
Candy Jackson, and Catherine Dick.

Murray Youngsters Star
In Clarksville Tourney
Youngsters free) Murray
swept through competitinn over
the weekend at the Clarksville
City Junior Open.
Brent Austin won the singles
In the 14 and under division
while Jill Austin won the 14 and
under singles for girls and
Kathy Outland was the run-

"They cleaned
myairbenth
vooled it."

It his right in the ductwork.
And you enloy the clean air benefits
all year roundl...during the
heating, cooling and in-between
seasons.

Honeywell
The Antomation Company

,Lt us help you clean your air when you cool it

0196i_TOMPANY_
-- Murray, Kentucky
(502)753-4832

FREED:CO

802 Chestnut

He'll start for the third time.
By ANDY LIPPMAN
ASsedated Press Sports Writer Along with Rose in the outfield
NEW YORK (AP) — The will be Billy Williams of the
Cincinnati Reds cranked up the Chicago Cubs and Cesar OeBig Red voting machine and deno of the Houston Astros. Ceplaced three players—catcher deno nailed down the last startJohnny Bench, outfielder Pete ing outfield job by slipping in
Rose and second baseman Joe ahead of San Francisco's BobMorgan--on the starting Na- by Bonds, 860,575-855,344.
tional League All-Star team anFirst baseman Hank Aaron of
nounced today.
Atlanta, moving in on Babe
The National League stars Ruth's career home run record,
will meet the American League received 1,362,447 of the 4,011,In the 44th mid-summer elaesic 237 votes cast overall, second
July 24 in Kansas City's new only to Bench. It will be Aaron's 15th time as a starter and
Royals Stadium.
Bench, leading the league in his ninth in succession.
Chicago's Ron Santo, with
runs batted in, garnered 1,738,557 votes as the most popular 806,720, topped Joe Torre of St.
Louis by almost 100,000 votes
player in either lEague.
and will te making his fourth
Morgan,leading the league in
starting appearance at third.
stolen bases, amassed twice as
Shortstop Chris Speier of the
many votes as his nearest chalGiants, who received 930,353 to
lenger—Pittsburgh's Dave
537,608 for runner-up Dave ConCash—while Rose, among the
cepcion, is in his first starting
top 10 hitters in the league was
role.
top vote-getter in the outfield.
Willie Stargell of Pittsburgh
finished far back of Aaron at
first with 606,424, Deve Cash of
Pittsburgh had 450,618 compared to Morgan 986,769 and
9.50 Murrell Walker, Marie
Weaver, Nancy Fandrich, Euva
Manny Sangufilen of the PiNell Mitchell
rates finished far behind Bench
10:00 Carol Giles, Laurel
HertriersOn, Sondra Childress,
behind the plate with 412,881t
Polly Seale.
The American League's top
10: 10
Euldene
Robinson,,
vote-getter, Dick Alien, may
Margaret Schmidt, Pauline
Green, Shirley Priddle
not eves be able to make an
10. 20 Wanda Nance, Sara
appearance. The White Sox'
Campbell, Karen Hargrove, Della
Boggess
Ant bearman, who received 1,-

11.

Just cooling the air doesn't mean your
So when you air condition your home
home is air conditioned. That's only the
this year, don't do just halt the job. Go
half of it.
,for air that's both clean and cool.
Air that's both clean and cool...
Get the clean air machine...the
that's air conditioning! And the clean
Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner.
air difference in your cool air system is
You'll breathe cleaner. Your air conditioner will work more efficiently. Your
a Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner.
Honeywell's clean air machine traps house will stay cleaner longer, too.
with the Honeywell clean air machine.
up to 99% of all the pollen and 95%
Your nose knows you need it.
of the smoke, dust, dirt and other airborne particles passing through it.

The Honeywell
clean air machine.

eds Have Three Men As All-Stars—

411111
:
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,Attip4

Bob Thurman Fans 13
IVIenin-11 Twoillitter

nerim.
In the 14 and under &WMAustin and Outland were first
while Tammy Boone and Mary
Smock were second.
In the 14 year old and under
division for the boys, Ashley
Striock and his partner from
Nashville were the runnersup.
Others participating in the
tournament were Mark Austin,
Paul Austin, Craig Shinners,
Carol Dick, Candy Jackson,
Catherine Dick and Stacy
Overbey.
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- The Oaks Invitational Golf
Tournament for women wW be held at the Oaks Country Club
cc Wednesday, July 18, according to Janice Slailablefield
and Grace James, co-chairman
for the event.
Five flights will be played
with silver awards to be made
• to the-first four places in each
flight. Prizes in each flight will
be for low putts, middleman,
and consolation.
A speciaraward will be given
in memory of Molly Jones who
was fatally injured in a two car
collision earlier this year. Mrs.
Jones was the first woman to
serve on the board of directors
of the Oaks Country Club.
Luncheon chairmen of the
day are Sue Steele, Darlene
Ford, and Peggy Brown. Jeanie
Morgan and Sandra Edwards
will be in charge of the social
hour. _

10.30 Dorothy Ramage,.Carolyn
Catdvreff, Emma Lou Story.
10 40 Opal Williams, Mildred
Ault, Essie Poole, Betty Thompson

CINCINNATI (AP) — Avco
Broadcasting Corp. has been
awarded the 1974-1976 tale
rights to the Cincinnati Fteds
baseball games.
Monday's joint announcement
was made by Robert Howes,
president of the Reds, and WS
ter Bartlett, a senior vice
dent of Avco.
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Now In Their New Office
3 Sycamore Street with New Hours
THE HOURS ARE:
Mon. thru Fri.9 a.m. to 12:00-2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12:00.

Phone 753-9909
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JAYCEE FAIRGROUNDS
Sponsored By The Mirray-Calloway_County Jaycees.
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1973 Datsun To Be Given Away!
N. MURRAY DATSUNUC
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Colts Trade Bubba
Smith To Oakland
By GORDON BEARD
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE I AP) — Bubba
Smith, another of the endangered species of old guard Baltimore Colts, has been dealt off
by Joe Thomas, the team's
wheeler-dealer general manager.
In trading the huge defensive
end to the Oakland Raiders
Monday night for tight end
Raymond Chester,,Thomas fulfilled a wish Oppressed by
Smith when the Colts' housecleaning began at the end of
the 1972 season.
Since taking over on July 13,
1972, when Robert Irsay became owner of Baltimore's National Football League franchise, Thomas virtually has
wiped out the squad which won
the 1971 Super Bowl
Tight end John Mackey and
guard John Williams departed
early in the Thomas' regime,
following contract disputes.
Then, after the Colts posted 'a
5-9 record for their first losing
season since 1956, the overhaul
began in earnest---z--Quarterback Ability Unitas,
a Colts' legend with 17 years in
Baltimore. was Ordered
benched by Thomas when Don
MeCafferq was -fired as head
CO8CT1 after the fifth game and
then he was traded after the
season
Unitas was the big name, but

By MIKE B
Ledger &Times
Terry Gibson sc
hits, struck out 12
received 25 hit ba
teammates last in
as the Murray Littl
Stars ambushed
All nine start
Murray lineup p
stitutes who came
managed to hit sa

RAVENSWOOD, W.Va.(AP)
— The annual Ohio River Festival, scheduled for Aug. 10-12,
will feature races with hydroplanes and other watercraft capable of speeds up to 120 miles
per hour.
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Muir
Star

'Emmert Chiropractic Center

Awarded TV Rights

940. 1 TEE
900 Mary Jane Alford, Saundra
Edwards, Debbie Warlord.
9.10 Jane Ann Nall, Ann Holtman, Virginia Harp, VeneM
Sexton.
9 20 Virginia Rogers, Zane
Taylor, Dot Simmons, Laura
Parker,
9:30 Carol Hibbard, Betty
Lowry, Ann Mahan, Janice
Shibbliefield.
9:40 Evelyn Jones, Jerelerie
Sullivan, Bobbi
Buchanan,
Martha Mahan
1 n
--9-110---fronces HulseLamb. Rae Warlord, Sue Morris.
10:00 Betty Shepard, Nancy
Ragland,
Beverly
Parker,
Virginia Jones.
10:19 Sara Mack:lox, Betty Cooke;
Caroline
Joyce- -Stratton,
Copeland
10:20 lnus Orr, Peggy Creason,
Mable Rogers, Rosie Atkins
10:30 Judy Williams, Grace
James,
Dorothy
Graves,
Margaret ShuHett.
10,4 Evelyn Pu1S—lean Halter,
AAable Simmons, Batty Hinton,10:50 Harriet Jaeger, Florence
Lewis, Mary Bain, wands
Mullinax
NO 10 TEE
9:00 Mary Alice Smith, Bea •
Tapp, Carolyn Cumming..
. 9:10 Doris Rose, Irene Chit.
wood, Dot Arnold. Bobbie Davis.
9 20 Essie Caldwell, Sue Brown,
Alberta Green, Elizabeth Slusk_
meyer.
9:30 Reba Overby, Anna Mary
Adams, Carita Lamb, Betty
Stewart.
9:40 Burlene Brewer, Nell
Tackett, Georgia Davis, Jane
Moss.

111,366 votes, is still recovering
from a hairline fracture of his
left leg, suffered in a collision
with Mike Epstein of the California Angels.
If Allen is unable to play, the
starting assignment would
probably go to Kansas City's
John Mayberry, who had some
300,000 fewer votes.
In addition to Allen, other
American League repeaters
named for All-Star starting
berths were second baseman
Rod Carew of the Minnesota
Twins, Baltimore Oriole thiid
baseman Brooks Robinson, and
outfielders Reggie Jackson of
Oakland and Bobby Murcer of
the New wit Yankees.
Those elected to start for the
first time were Boston catcher
Carlton Fisk, who also received
over a million votes, Kansas
City outfielder Amos Otis and
Oakland shortstop Bert Campaneris.
Both leagues set records for
the number of votes cast, with
National League fans casting
4,011,237 votes and the American League 3,911,989.

only one of many to go. Also
going through the Thomas revolving door were running
a
backs Tom Matte, Norm
WWI Oil WS
Bulaich and Tom Nowatzke,
center Bill Curry, guard Danny
-n
Sullivan, defensive linemen BilI ley
/
ly Newsome and Fred
4111m."-VAMP•14 VellorYINENININ
ISOM
•
and safety Jerry Logan.
A
Smith, upset when interim k
coach John Sandusky also was
fired and unhappy with his k
treatment while sitting out the VV. This 1973 Datsun 1200 donated to the Murray Jaycees by Murray Datsun.
season with a knee injury, Jes. Inc. to be given away at theMurray-Calloway County Fair July 21, 1973,
rs
asked to be traded.
Smith, Thomas and Balti—The tickets for the 1973 Datsun, donated by Murray Datsun,
more's new head coach, HowInc.,
lobe given away have the wrong date on them. The Datsun
Schnellenberger,
all
exard
will be given away Saturday evening, July ?I, 1973.
pressed pleasure over the deal
with Oakland.
"I'm happy to get away,"
Smith said.
Schnellenberger admitted the
Colts were "speculating to a
large degree" that young players will be able to bolster Baltimore's depleted defensive line.
Gone are three starters of reTUESDAY, JULY 17; 1973
cent years in Smith. Newsome
10:00 A.M. — Jersey Cattle Shows
and Miller.
7:00 P.M. — Rock Music Night
"Chester can be used as rr
tight end or-at wide receiver,!".
WEDNESDAVvilULY.184,1973-0
Schnellenberger said,"and he's
'1000 A.M. — KDA District 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
a good blocker He's going to
8:00 P.M: — Gospel Music iFeaturing .1.0. Sumner &
etise."
off
ifriprove our
Stamps Quartet
Chester, who has played in
. 5.:01.,PirLikamily Night 5 RidelHot1tdi0::-.
the Pro Bowl in'etch of the rIp
past two seasons has caught
104 passes for 1,570 yards and
72 touchdowns during his three 11:
NFL seasons.
6
:$3200
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Major League Roundup

Murfartittle teague
Dodgers Win,- Cardina
Stars Bombard Hardin
Red Soxlieathing On Thelan ees

ta
d
nd
of
of

Gibson had control problems
in the first inning and in the last
frame.
Hardin loaded the bases in the
bottom of the first as Gibson
walked two men and in the
bottom of the sixth, Gibson
walked two men and was
touched for three hits as Hardin
rallied for three runs.
David Mathis opened the
game on a successful note for

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Terry Gibson scattered five
hits, struck out 12 batters and
received 25 hit backing from his
teammates last night at Benton
as the Murray Little League AllStars ambushed Hardin 20-4.
All nine starters in the
Murray lineup plus four substitutes who came to the plate
managed to hit safely.

for
ith
lag
eri-

CLOSE DON'T couarr—Dean aserry of ths,Utde League AllStars slides under the throw and is safe at second base. Cherry
had three hits for Murray. The Hardin secend-baseman is Roo
Thompson.

Murray as he cracked a double
into left,
Following walks to Kenneth
By BRUCE Lowirr
McCuiston and Brad Taylor,
Associated Press Sports Writer
Bill Wilson unloaded for a
"I don't want it, you can
doubled and sent two men in to have it" is the kind of play on
score.
the field that causes some baseGibson smashed a doubled to ball teams to lose games.
send in another run and Murray
But the Los Angeles Dodgers
had an early 3-0 lead.
are playing that kind of game
In the second inning, Murray in the clubhouse--and maybe
unleashed 12 hits for 13 runs and that's one reaon why they're
took a 16-0 lead.
winning.
Scott Barrow, Gibson, Wilson
The Dodgers raised the
and Taylor each had ti 'aits in "team spirit" bit to it's ultithe frame while Cherry, Ken- mate Monday night following
dall, Hendricks and McCuiston their sixth straight victory, a 1each had a hit.
0 squeaker over the Pittsburgh
No less than four times in the Pirates on the strength of Don
13 run inning, ground balls Sutton's six-hitter and Willie
managed to just skip past the Crawford's second-inning home
outstretched gloves of the run off Nelson Miles,
Hardin defense.
The triumph kept Los AngeRon Thompson came across les 71
/
2 games ahead of the runwith the first Hardin run of the ner-up Cincinnati Reds in the
game in the second inning after National League West.
a single by Ricky Cunningham. . -"Sutton's your man," said
Singles by Cherry and Gibbs Crawford. "He made it stiid
produced a Murray run in the up,',
fourth inning while hits by
But Sutton wasn't interested,
Cherry, Garland, Gibbs and in accepting the praise. InDunn produced three runs in the stead, he shuttled it along to,
sixth inning,
his batterymate, Joe Ferguson.
Hits by Stephen Hutchens,
"People underestimate the
Eddie Turner and Danny job that the catcher does," said
Henson produced the three Sutton, 124, who struck out
Hardin runs in the sixth.
nine Pirates without walking
Cunningham, Turner, Hut- any of them to chalk up his
chens, Henson and Cleaver all third shutout this year.
hit safely for the Hardin AllIn the rest of the National
Stars.
League games, the Reds beat
For Murray, Taylor, Wilson, the Philadelphia Phillies 1-0,
Gibson, Cherry and Barrow all the St. Louis Cardinals tripped
had three hits apiece. Dunn and the San Francisco Giants 3-2,
Gibbs each had a pair of hits the Atlanta Braves downed the
while Mathis, McCuiston, New York Mets 8-6 and the
Kemp, Garland, Kendall and Houston Astros topped the Mon.
Hendricks AU added a hit teal Expos 6-5 in 10 innings.
apiece.
_The Chicago Cubs and San
Murray will be in action again Diego Padres were idle.
Friday night at the Benton City
Reds 1, Pinnies 0
Park at 6:30 p.m. against an • Pete Rose, Bill Plummer and
undetermined
Philadelphlw's Alike Schmidt
gave Cincinnati's Fred Norrtian
Murray
the only run he needed to beat
AB R H the Phils in a six-hitter—his
3 3 1 third shutout this season. In the
Mathis-lb
3 1 1
McCuiston-lf
Taylor-es
Wilson-rf
55
5 2 3
GIbson-p
Cherry.c
Barrow-cf •
---- 2 1.1
Kendall-3b
Hendricks-2b
Dunn-lb
:
-1°
Kemp-if
2 1 1 _TomBanks.
Garland-cf
itubitough of 29
the
. Plainview
2 2 Stables in Murray, has entered
Gibbs-3b
12 _30 25 five horses in the Hillsboro,
Totals
Hardin
Show and
Missouri, Horse
AB R H Festival which will be held July
Cunninghani
July
-.2
Morris-lb
• The annual ThipeCatcle,
4 it I *sponsored by the Hillsboro Civic
Turner-3h
41 I Club, includes a 62 class horse
Cleaver-c
York-rf
show, big home economics
Hutchens-p
-exhibit, special entertainment
• o and a midway complete with
Ahart-ss
o 1 0 rides, amusements, special
Thompson-2b
Parrish-cf
-tbsplays and exhibits.
0 0 •
Weaver-lb
Cash prizes, trophies and
2 1 0 ribbons are awarded to winners
Lee-es
2 1 1 of the horse show, held four
Henson-2b
2345 consecutive nights, and a
Totals
3 13 0 1 0 3 20-26-1 western show on Sunday afMurray
0 1 0 0 0 3 4-5-3 ternoon.
Hardin

Five Horses
11intered In
rficirse Show'

With a new
kind of luxury
Ah, the traditional sports car Crisp
shifts. Wind in the face...rain in the ear.
And the cost! It was a mixed blessing.
Our 240-2 has unmixed it. With
around 20 miles per gallon economy.
With inexpensive parts'delivered fast
by a-nationwide computerized system.
And with luxurious list of standard
equipment: AM/FM with electric .
antenna, reclining seats, tinted glass
and more. '
The crays of iron men,.wooden frames
and unlimited budgets are gone. We
thought you'd like it that way.

sixth inning, Plummer led off
with a double. Norman bunted,
pitcher Ken Brett picked up the
bell and threw it to third ahead
of Plummer- -but Schmidt
dropped it. Then Rose doubled
for the game's only run.
Cards 3, Giants 2
Joe Torre hadn't been able to
do a thing against Jim Barr's
pitching—until Monday night.
Then the captain of the Cardinals clouted his eighth homer
of the season in the fourth inning and singled for the gamewinning run against the Giants
in the eighth.
The hard-won victory was
Bob Gibson's 234th of his career, tying him with San Francisco's Juan Marichal as the
winningest active pitcher in the
majors.
Braves 8, Mets 6
Aggressiveness was the key
to Atlanta's victory, too.
"Being more aggressive is the
key to my recent success, I
guess you might say," commented Dusty Baker, whoa;
two-run double in the midst of
a five-run seventh inning put
the Braves ahead of the Metz
for good.
Astrtie 6, Expos 6
Ken Singleton hits-three-run
homer in the ninth inning to
pull Montreal into a 5-5 tie. But
in the bottom of the 10th, with
nobody out, Houston loaded the
bases against Tom Walker. The
Expos, trying desperately to
cut down the winning run, employed their five-man infield.
But Tommy Helms got the
ball past the army, hitting a
sacrifice fly to left for the
game-winning run.
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON •
Associated Press Sports Writer
This is the time of year when
most folks are looking forward
to vacations, but Boston's Reggie Smith and Kansas City's

•

Orioles shaded the Will* A's dia third, and singled home two
7-5 and the Cleveland Indians ruin
ns- the eighth.
The only time the Tigers
edged the California Angels 9-8.
Smith's 11th-inning homer off growled against Dick Drago
Cy Acosta gave the Red Sox was in the sixth when Norm
their third straight victory and Cash hit a two-run homer.
12th in the last 15 games. A
Orioles 7, A's 5
two-run homer by Chicago's Ed
A three-run homer by Brooks
Herrmann in the ninth inning Robinson following a two-out
tied the game. Tommy Harper error by shortstop Bert Campalso hoinered for Boston, John aneris in the seventh inning liftJeter and Ken Hendeeliskifif
_ :.d the Orioles past the A's bethe White Sox.
fore a season high crowd of 43,Schaal's homer against De- 571 in Oakland.
troit was a two-run blast in the
Robinson's homer came off
second inning off Mike Strah- Horacio Pina, who took over
ler. Amos Otis, who had never for Catfish Hunter in the sixth
before hit more than 15 borne after Al Bumbry's homer cut
runs in his professional career, Oakland's lead to 5-4.
belted his 17th, a solo shot in
• Indians 9, Angels
John Ellis drove in four
"CaCa4D=C
Cleveland runs, two of than
with a homer, and the Indians,
aided by California's porous dsi.
ferise, beat the Angels. 1o4
Bill Singer, 146, surrendered
American League
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
East
hits in 61-3 innings but three al
National League
W. L. Pct, 0.B.
the six runs against him we
52 42 .553
East
W L. Pct. G.B. New York
unearned as•result of four IN
49 40 .551
Boston
50 42
Chicago
41 :
5411
/
2
Baltimore
17 39 .547 1
St Louis
Angels' five arms, two by
the
.522
3
48 44
Detroit
Montreal
42 4/ .472 1
RutV1Misoli.
Shortstop
.419
6
46
Milwaukee
44
Pittsburgh
41-4/- .4116---7/
1
2

Schaal were happy to get
back to work Monday night.
Smith, who called in sick the
last 10 days with a knee injury,
drilled a two-run homer in the
first inning and a two-out solo
shot in the 11th, powering the
streaking Red Sox to a 9-8 victory over the Chicago White
Sox that pulled them within two
percentage points of idle New
York in the American League's
East Division.
Schaal, idled for a week with
a bruised wrist, walloped a
two-run homer and a single in
the Royals' 10-2 rout of the Detroit Tigers.
In the only other American
League games, the Baltimore

Standings

Cleveland
34 59 .366 171/2
West
52 41 .559
Oakland
-West
1
2
51 45 .531 2/
-•-kansas City
.es An9e1eli---181t
46 43 517 -4'
74:8_
Minnesota
1I ,_321
,569.4
55 42
ainati
41
Ciroc_vrancisco
46 44 .511 Vs.
California
46 45 SOS 5
• 51 46 526 10/
Houston
1
2 Chicago
31 58 348 19
Texas
45 51 469 16
Atlanta
Tuesday's Garnets
San Diego
31 60 341 27Y7
Chicago (Wood 7-12 and BahTuesday's Games
nsen 11-9) at Boston (Pattin 9
San Diego (Arlin 5-61 at Chi11
and Culp 2-4), s
cago (Pappas 5-7)
Minnesota (Woodson 9-4 and
Los Angeles (Messersmith 8
Bane
0 11 at New York (Peter
6) at Pittsburgh (Walker 5 7),
son 7(0 and Dobson 5-)), 2
Kansas City (Garber 8-61 at
New York (Sadecki 1 0 or
Detroit (Lolich 9-8), N
Parker 6.2) at Atlanta (Norton
Milwaukee (Slaton 61) at
Texas (Clyde 1.21, N
8-64i1Nadelphia (Lonborcl 7 7/ at
Baltimore (McNally 8 10) at
Cincinnati (Billingham 135). N
Oakland
(Blue 7-5), N
al
6.0
(McAnally
Montreal
Cleveland (Str'Ont 1-9) at CaliHouston (Wilson 6.10), N
fornia
(Wright
7-12), N
San Francisco (Carrlthers 1
2) at St Louis (Folkers 2 1), N
Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore at Oakland, N
st Loilt,
t Nti
A;grancelesiscaot Pittsburgh.
Cleveland at California, N
—--Milwaukee at Texas, N
San Diego at Chicago
at
San
WedC
neitsyd
• , .3(ansas
New York at Atlanta, N
Minnesota at New Yor-k Philadelphia at Cincinnati, N
Chicago at Boston
Montreal at Houston, N
Philadelphia
New York

41 $0 .451 9
1
2
38 SO .432 to/
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Save from 10% to 20%;
• Now you'll find a great selection of Ethan Allen furnftUre and
unholsforY. Plus a large assortment of lamps accessortes, floor coverings and bedspreads—all at big savings
We also have professional home planners on hand to help you
make the right selections
And, while you're here, rock up a copy of-our Ethan Allen
Treasury of decorating ideas a $750 value f ree

Ur'

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS.

— Open Evenings TI! 8:00 —

-

• BAFFI,F3 HARDIN--Rig Terry Gibson scattered list' hits and
fanned 12 batters last night as the Murray Little League MI-Stars
walloped Hardin 20-4. Taylor had three hits at the plate
IStaLrhotos by Mike Brandon1
. _
-4
(

.

11 AORTH "f111/6) wt.

'
Paducah
'KY

-SALE INCLUDES:LAMPS-ACCESSORIES-FLOOR COI ERINGSANDMSPMADS
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Joe Pat Thweatt Honored
By Gates Rubber Ceppany

FRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford says he is
pleased that the secretary of
the U.S. Senate released the
state Democratic Central COMmittee from filing further reports coneerning a spring fund
raising —
*ea, adding: 'The
truth of the matter is we have
nothing to hide."
"We're proud of the way
thousands of Democrats worked
so hard to return the financing
• of our party to where it belongs
with the rank and file members," Ford said.
The governor's remarks followed word that Francis R.
Valeo, secretary of the Senate,
has notified the party it will no
longer be required to file periodic reports with his office,
since it has repaid a $200,000
campaign debt incurred by Sen.
Walter Dee) Fluddleston last
fall.
The secretary had notified
the Democrats twice in previous weeks that the reports
they filed on their $835,000 fundraising drive failed to list activities and donors in sufficient
detail.
In a letter mailed Saturday,
however, Valeo released the
'party from further filing of re-ports, in part on the condition
That the party will supply any
additional information that becomes availableThe secretary I. specified
that all material submitted remains subject to further audit
and investigation and said the
committee must resume reporting if it begins collecting or
spending funds to influence the
1974 senatorial election.
Valeo noted in the letter of
release that Kentucky party
treasurer George Dudley had
certified that no remaining
money would be used to influence the 1972 or 1974 senatonal races.
The fund drive had been
launched to repay Huddleston
debts, to build a party headquarters in Frankfort and to
pay for party operations.
Kentucky Democrats had reacted angrily to the criticism

A special award hint_besn
presented to Joe Pat Illweatt,
owner of Thweatt's Service
by the secretary of the Senate Station in Almo Heights.
and particularly to statements
The award, a plaque bearing
by Orlando Potter, an assistant two rare silver dollars t one
to the secretary, who had Eisenhower Dollar and one
termed the party's filings "cav- Liberty Head Dollar ), two
alier."
Kennedy half-dollars and a
comMeanwhile, Huddleston said specially
minted
Saturday that the notifications memorative coin set in an
from the secretary of the Sen- automotive engine design, was
ate concerning the fund-raising presented for exceptional
drive were routine and had customer service by a
been misinterpreted.
representative of The Gates
"It is unfortunate that the list Rubber Company.
of minor deficiencies was reThe Denver-based rubber
leased without the explanation company sponsors this nationof their routine nature...," he wide contest to reward service
said.
station personnel who provide
Ford said he wished the Re- exceptional customer service. A
publicans had been submitted fleet of "Gates Mystery Cars"
to similar scrutiny, praising the regularly travels across the
Democrats'"openness" in their country stopping at service
drive.
stations. Each "Mystery Car"
"I hope our controversy with has a purposely installed, worn
the secretary of the Senate has fan belt. Award Plaques are
not damaged our chances of presented to station personnel
continuing in this direction in who notice the defective belt
the future," the governor said.
and offer to replace it.

Kentucky Republicans
HintAt ford Scandal

FRANKFORT, 1(y. (AP)— felt the country would have
Kentucky Republicans are be- been ruined by the election of
ginning to talk about the Water- -George McGovern, Nixon's
gate affair, but only to cont- Democratic opponent.
"Watergate was much less an
pare it with what they say are
the much worse scandals of error in judgment than what is
Gov. Wendell Fords adminis- going on in Kentucky today,"
he said. "It's not nearly as bad
tration.
That theme watI 110111aded re- as what happened to Frankfort
peatedly over the weekeid at through a fellow named Jim
the fourth biennial GOP LegisThe reference was to overlative Candidates Seminar in
payments on a moving contract
Lexington.
Making the assertions and which the state paid to Creech,
comparisons were former Gov., an aide in Ford's gubernatorial
Louie B. Nunn, U.& Rep. Gene campaign in 1971 and in that of
Snyder of Jeffersontown and Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
Kentucky House Minority Lead- last year. Ford has turned the
er Harold Demarcus of Stan- Creech matter over to Atty.
Gen. Ed Hancock for possible
ford.
All indicated their dis- criminal action and to recover
approval of the Watergate in- the $132,600 overpaid to him.
Nunn and Demarcus also recident itself, in which seven
persons were convicted of ferred to the Crumb deal and
breaking into the national to purchases Ford made out of
Democratic party headquarters his contingency fund for a gun
club in Owensboro and of land
at the Watergate complex.
But Nunn said he still had to owned by state Democratic
appreciate the loyalty out of party chairman J. R. Miller.
THEY ALSO KNOW
Nunn said the purchases
which the men acted, even
SECOND PLACE
made
A recep- though their action was wrong. should not have been
PRAGUE API
from contingency funds, which
ionist in a north Bohemian ho- And Snyder went further, say4e1 claims to hae the largest ing the men could be consid- are supposed to be for emergencies, nor to bail Miller out
Iotel-labels collection in the eredinartyrs for the country.
Snyder said the men involved of a bad land purchase he had
;world
Josef Novotny of Liberec In- in the Watergate incident felt— made.
Nunn said the Watergate interhotel has 39.000 hotel labels. "and I think it was right—that
;The second in the world is a the election of Richard Nixon cident was merely "one politi,,Spaniard wtth abor 8.000 labels was eseential to the salvation of cal party spying on another,"
:less. Czech Svdbodne Slow) the
republic." He indicated he which he said always has been
• Daily
• said.
done, but that laws should not
be broken in doing so.
But no public funds were involved, no office of public trust
abused .and no one was acting
to get any money ter Own.
selves In Watergaticlie ii11
-•
-(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
serted.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
Public money was 'Spent
wrongly, however, in the Ford
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
scandals, he declared.
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Nunn also referred to insurPRINTING AND
Camera Ready Copy Only.
ance deals under Ford which
DUPLICATING
he suggested were improper
and noted he was cleared of
any wrongdoing of the only insurance deal for which he was
criticized while governor. That
involved Western Pioneer Insurance Co., headed by a Nunn
campaign contributor, to which
Nunn awarded an insurance
contract for state employes
without competitive bids.
Nunn assured the legislative
candidates they would never
have to withstand attacks from
504-8 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4662
any scandal during his adminisMURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
tration because "there wasn't
any."

Five-Day Cosmetology Institute
To,be Presented at Murray State-ministrative Management at
Murray State who will discuss
basic skills in communication By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
with employees and in relation
Western Kentucky counties
to the over-all operation of the "hit by spring flooding may witsalon.
ness a loss of about 40 per cent
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, an associate in this year's anticipated crop,
professor in the Department of according to farm experts in
Agriculture, who will disucss the area.
parliamentary procedure in the
The "whole story in our hotconductm ofliusiness meetings. ter-Wand,and elsewhere for that
Don LaMonte, director of matter, is lateness, along with
education, Jhirmack En- the permanent damage," says
terprises, Inc., Redding, Calif., Hickman County Agent Charles
who wW discuss chemistry of Padgett.
cosmeticS and the hair, and
And in Fulton County, farm
Miss Vikki Rivers, a graduate agent John Watts of Hickman
assistant in thikpart department says the county may lose alat Murray State, who will lead most 25 per cent of its acres of
the discussions on color theory. tillable land this year because
they must lie fallow or be
Color will be given con- planted in beans with no more
siderable emphasis during the than a 50-50 chance of profitinstitute, Fortin said, because able production.
"the business of hair coloring is
Watts said he expects Fulton
probably the most demanding County's soybean income may
service in the professional field match last year's—$5 million.
today, and it requires But he noted that the crop forecreativity,
technical
knowledge, familiarity with a
Area
wide range of products and
professional dexterity."
Morning sessions during the
institute will be deveoted to
classroom work of an academic Federal State Market News
nature, Fortin said, while the Service July 16, 1973
afternoon sessions will be Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
,Includes Nine
working practical application Market Report'
periods and will be held in the Buying Stations
ballroom of the Waterfield Receipts: Act. 1St Est. 650
Barrows and Gilts steady to
Student Union Building.
mostly 25 cents lower, Sows
steady.
US 2-3 200-230 lbs. 542.50-43.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 141.75-42.50
DRUNKS CHAUFFEURED
(AP). — US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 141.00-41.75
WOLEVILLE,
Police in this Annapolis Valley US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 540.50-41.00
town have a nice way of dis- Sows
couraging tipsy drivers on New US 1-2 270450lbs. 136.50-37.50
Others leading discussions Years Eve They provide a free US 1-3 350-650 lbs.
135.50-36.50
during the week will be:
chauffeuring service for any US 2-3450-650 lbs. 34.50-35.50few
partygoer
who
feels
he
is
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, an
un- at $33.00
instructor in the Department of able to navigate his own vehicle Boars $28.50-33.50.
Business Education and Ad- home.

With stlort hair this season's
"in" look;it's a safe bet that all
the "Fsatihidnables" from chicshorties with a touch of curl to
wave patterns reminiscent of
the daring little bobs of the
flapper 20's will be much in
evidence at a five-day
cosmetology institute to be
presented at Murray State
University July 23-27.
More than 50 cosmetologists
and instructors of cosmetology
from across Kentucky are
expected to participate in the
program, the second in a series
of three to be held annually at
Murray State.
The • program is being
presented by Murray State and
the Kentucky Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association in
cooperation with the Kentucky
State Booard of Hairdressers
and Cosmetologists.
Sessions, open only to
cosmetologists and instructors
of cosmetology, have been
designed to provide participants with an opportunity to
up-date and expand their
technical and professional
abilities in salon techniques,
practice and management,
according to John E. Fortin, a
director of the institute and a
coordinator of vocational and
technical education at Murray
State.
A majority of the instruction
will be ..gieven by Miss Lois
Lackey, a hairstyling artist
from Belleville II1• Miss
Lackey also is a member of the
official Hair Fashion Committee of the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists
Association.

Guide
Local
cast had called for $8 million
worth of beans.
That was before the flooding.
"It's very touchy," said
James Pace, a bottomland operator near Hickman. "We'll be
lucky to get 20 bushels of beans
an acre."
The average Soybean yield
along the river area is 28 to 31
bushels per acre, although
some fields produce up to 50
per acre.
Meanwhile,farm experts say
summer droughts or early frost
could threaten the crops still
further—and they note that
some land has been lost completely through washouts and

_
sand washed up by the river
during the springtime flooding.
"We're five to six weeks behind ideal time in the bottoms
and pretty late in the hills,"
said Roy Ingrurn, a Clinton
area fanner, who said prospects are -shaky" for his lowland operation. "My corn won't
make half a crop this year.
This doesn't look hie a corn
year anywhere around. It
hasn't rowed up right or acted
right."
In Ballard County, agent
James Edwards said flooding is
expected to reduce the intended
soybean acreage from 50,000 to
40,000.

We Want Your
Home Loan

Purchase
Hog Market

-

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

* Due to Popular Demand, We Will Continue Our Sale through

Not lust one but two betts

Any Sizes

of steel cord. Not on top of

Listed

but between two polyester
co-id-Am
Polyester

13/32 Tread Depth
for Plus Mileage
78

Series Design

Two Polyester Cord Body Plies
Two Inserted Steel_ Belts
.

TIRES

For

Gillette TIRES

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
•12/32 Trost:IOWA
O4 Ply Poirastrar Cord

,

• While Sidswall

WHEELS

FREE! FAST!! HOT! DELIVERY ---

5*
*
PI" 2s
0144 24:95
E71-i4 622.9

To insure the hottest delivery in town, we use portable
ovens to insure you of a fresh and hot meal.

•RAISED WHITE
LETTERS '

* Every Tuesday *

24:i5
F74-is 23.95
HIS:1/25.95*
.17545 24.95
7546

SPAGHETTI ONLY
SPECIAL(Garlic Bread Included)

171-15211.115

R08 Co,awster Road
Near 5 Points

•WIDE, EIGHTRIB TREAD

sizes
—141-6
• or
15x6

117$4425•95
.

• FULL 4-PLY
NYLON CORD

Low as
$3
39
5
Comp lete
With Center
And ,Luq Nuts

Up,to 10V
wide

kir*#
criziwirt:
1,
1%7 Tripc
g
.
41
II I Itage
,I
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7 30 5 30 Saturday 1:305:00
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Guidebook Aids In
Local Development
FRANKFORIti----Nyi—forbe
Kentucky Guidebook for Local
Industrial Development" may
be unique.
According to Ronald W.
Morgan, chief of economic
research for the Kentucky
Department of Commerce,
there isn't another book
prepared by a state agency
quite like itin do U. S., to his
"It's actually a textbook," he
said, pointing out that the
guidebook, now in its second
edition, was created to help
local industrial development
officials do a better job in
bringing industry to their
conununites.
The 189 page guidebook is put
together in a loose-leaf binder
format so that up-to-date information may be added more
easily. It covers a wide variety
of topics relating to a successful
industrial development
program. Topics covered in the
guidebook include: direction
and structure of employment in
Kentucky, where and how to
find facts required for industrial development, local
resources for
industrial
development, choosing an industrial site, and finding and
handling industrial prospects.
It is meant to acquaint loyal
industrial developers with the
facts about labor supply,
utilities, available energy
sources, local government,
education, transportation and
many other aspects of the
community that may be important to the prospective industries.
The feasibilities of extending
sewer, power and water lines
are explored as well as financing the costs of industrail plant
and facility sites through state
government agencies suet) as
Industrial
Kentucky
the
Development Finance
Authority(KIDFA) and private
corporations such as the
Kentucky Business Development Corporation ( BDC) and
commercial banks.

The guidebook, a departmental effort, was first written
in 1971. Since then it has served
as the textbook for the Industrial Development Institute,
a three-day seminar sponsored
by the Kentsieby Department of
Commerce in cooperation with
the University of Kentucky
College of Business and
Economics and the Kentucky
Industrial Development
Council.
Ronald Morgan, who edited
the guidebook, said that
representatives of utitlIty
companies, the transportation
industry, water and sewer
engineers, financial
institutions, and local, state and
federal government officials
are among those who teach at
the annual institute.
Indicating that the guidebook
Is an "important tool for the
Industrial developer," Morgan
said that copies are available
through the Kentucky Department of Commerce.

Watermelon
Basket Is
Suggested
T o add cool refreshment and
sparkling eye appeal to your
outdoor dining, try serving
chilled fruit in a watermelon
et trimmed with daisies,
suggests the Society of
American florists.
Make the basket by cutting a
large, whole watermelon
diagonally toward the center
from each end and about
halfway up. Leave a two-inch
strip uncut in the middle to form
&handle. Next,cut downward on
both sides of the handle and put
aside the two excess prices of
watermelon. Hollow out all of
the red watermelon fruit from
the basket and the two spare

FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY u, 1973
ARIES ,
8y4
( Mar. 21 to'Ape. 20)
Don't be dismayed if all does
not go quite as you have anticipated. Face situations
calmly and you can solve
unexpected problems.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Action, yes — IF that's what's
needed. Where reflection,
conferences and similar
"waiting" tactics are needed,
however, be ready to sit them
out patiently.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Do not be deceived by highpromises. Study
sounding
persons and situations with
your usual keen perception,
then act as your best judgment
dictates.
CANCER
0
( June 22 to July 23) 49
Even if you have planned
ably, it may be a matter of nip
and tuck for most of the day.
But you won't have too much
difficulty, and you should enjoy
the challenge.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't idle away precious
hours on this truly auspicious
t.".2
111
HI
Ill
HI
ill

day, but don't drive too hard or
fast, either. Team up with those
whose interests are similar to
your own.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
-‘ Your perceptions may need
sharpening up now. Be sure to
take all factors into account
when evaluating unexpected
situations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Hold out for the best, and give
the same — as the Libran
usually does. Discuss "cloudy"
situations with experts in the
line.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221-111/4C.
Some discussion of travel
plans indicated. You may want
to take the initiative, but curb
your strong drive for the
moment and, at least, listen to
others.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 73 to Dec. 21) NW
You'll have an opportunity to
express your ideas now, so
the
op ogion.
make the most iL Lar
week you could face

vi4

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Indications that some highly

July 13, 1973 ,
ADULTS 9'7
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Janice Fay King and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Miss Susan Bene Williams,
Rt. 1, Box 78, Murray, Mrs.
Dean Childress, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Margaret V. Koertner,
1631 College Farm, Murray,
Jeff Ken Broach, Rt. 1, Murray,
Master Jeff Steven Culver, 306
N. 12th, St., Murray, Miss Lana
Gaye Humphreys, Rt. 1, Wingo,
Mrs. Lsesas Dan Colson, Hale
Tr. Ct. 22, Murray, Meister Paul
Douglas Hester, Rt. 1, Kirkaey,
Mrs. Vennie Olene Hicks, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Jessie
Guthrie, Box 23, Hazel, Mrs.
Clarice Grogan McDaniel, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Gloria Ann
Berkley and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Box 169, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Ida Mae Sturuion, 51 Riviera
Courts, Murray, Mrs. Lorene
Parks, Rt. 1, Murray, John
Dellne, 1509 Kirkwood, Murray.

By the year 2000. 75 per cent
of the total energy consumed in
the United States and half of the
electric power will still come
from whatever fossil fuel reserves have not been exhausted, National Geographic says.

interesting news from a
professional friend could affect
your own policies in the future
— especially in the handling of
finances.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Even if you have recently
made some domestic adjustment, news you receive now
may cause you to think about
further changes.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Cr
Neptune highly propitious
You can now draw attention to
your efforts in a very subtle way
— and profit thereby
YOU BORN TODAY are a
true intellectual and extremely
conservative in all your attitudes and approaches. You
hive tremendous capabilities —
especially in organization or
executive management — but
tendencies toward stubbornness
and a dictatorial manner could
alienate associates and make
you a most unpopular supervisor unless you learn to control
them. Other fields in which you
could excel: science, literature,
dramatic criticism.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's 1973 representative
to the Miss America pageant,
the first black to represent the
state in the 26 year history of
the Miss Kentucky pageant,
says she plans to begin preparations immediately for the national competititon in Atlantic
Qty, N.J., this September.
"I hope I can bring back the
Miss America crown for the
state of Kentucky," Lyda Lewis
said after her crowning Saturday night at the Macauley Theater in Louisville.
Miss Lewis said she hopes
her crowning may help the
progress of race relations
throughout the state, but adds,
"I really don't feel like being
the first black is the most important thing."
The 24-year-old elementary
and special education teacher
said she feels she won the 1973
Miss Kentucky crown "because
if my abilities."
The new Miss Kentucky, who
was runner-up in the 1972 Miss
Kentucky pageant, received a
$1,000 scholarship, $500 cash
wardrobe and 1973 automobile
along with the crown Saturday
night.
Miss Lewis, a native of Maysville, said Sunday she plans to
sing in the talent competition at
New Jersey. She sang a vocal
medley of "Where You Lead"

and "Sweet Inspiration" in Saturday night's final competition.
A 1970 graduate of Morehead
State University, where she
was the school's first black
homecoming queen in 1967,
Miss Lewis plans to work toward her master's degree at

the University of Louisville.
Miss Lexington, Yvonne
Marie West, was first runnerup, followed by Darlene Compton, Miss Shively; Brenda
Brookshire, Miss Lake Cumberland, and Carol June Wallace,
Miss Green River Valley.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the nonsnow oft season the U.S. Women's Alpine
Ski Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20
pounds in two weeks. That's right -- 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet a chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the US. Ski
Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no starvation - because the diet
is designed that way. It's 3 diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is honestly a fantastically successful diet. If it
weren't, the US. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted
to use it! Right? So, give yourself the same break the U.S.
Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to
try the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this
out as a reminder.
Send only $3.00 ($3.25 for Rush Service)—Cash is O.K.—
to: Jorma Products Co., P.O. Box 578, Cardiff-by-the-Sea,
California 92007. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20
pounds in two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet
will do!
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Bel Air Shop
9-9 Mon.-SaL• 1-6 Sunday
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III
Cover the basket handl. with
daisies. Florist wire makes the
job easy. You may want to cut
scallops in the rim of the basket
for an added decorative touch.
Form the watermelon fruit
into small bite-sized balls and
pile in one end of the bakset.
Save the excess fruit for
replenishing the basket later.
Into the other end of the basket,
pile fresh, red straberries.. Fill
the center with Waned balls of
cantaloupe and arrange all
three piles of fruit so they meet.
Place the filled basket in the
refrigerator until time to serve,
then use it as a centerpiece on a
cool green tablecloth. Arrange
additional daisies on the table
cloth complete encircling the
_-_---basket.
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Mennen
Skin Bracer
The wake up
after shave!

Advance
Look
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PERMANENT.
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3 Vegetable
4 Rodents
I Make lace
5 Fuss
6 Disposition
4 Small rugs
7 Savory
a Unruly child
12 Time gone by
8 Consecrated
9 Decay
13 Mental image
10 Exist
14 Learning
11 Mans
15 Male sheep
nickname
16 Finished
17 F reach article
18 Barter
19
proNote
of scale
20 Bakers
22 Pale
ducts
24 Parent(col 21 Preposition
log I _
22 Marry
25 Region
23 Resorts
27 Sign of zodiac 28 Antlered
animal
29 Armed conflict
27 For tear that
30 Vital organ
31 Latin COnlunC - 28 Sicilian
volcano
lion
32 Writing r•riole- 29 Airy
33
Possessed
men1
32 GM
33Evo
34 ,Babyonian
deity
35 Trap
37 Communist
38 COntaoner
39 Domesticated
40 BOW
41 Parent tc01lioct
Pierce
44 Gull-like birds
47 Banners
51 Knock
52 Pertaining to
the dawn
53 Silkworm
54 Girls name
55 Departed
56 Heavenly

By Sue Weller
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A new
workmen's compensation law
now makes it possible for
seriously injured employees to
be productive, useful workers a
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33 Article of furniture
36 Part of to be
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GIFT STALLION: Rebel, a 3-year-old registered quarter horse
stallion valued at more than $15,000, has been given to Murray
State University by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Scharbauer, Jr., of
Midland, Tex., foeuse in the university's horsemanhip program.
Shown admiring the stallion, which will be used primarily for
breeding purposes, are E.B. Holston, left, who retired Jane 30 as
chairman of the agriculture department at Murray late, and
Oren Hull, manager of the school's 36.5-acre laboratory farm. The
university's horse herd now numbers 24 head, most of whom are
used in the five courses In horsemanship offered.
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"No longer will be injured
employee be 'put on the shelf'
and forgotten," said Department of Labor Commissioner
James Yocom. "Instead of only
compensating him for his loss
• of earning power, we want to
restore him to gainful ema
him
ployment-make
meaningful member of society
once again."
The new law, which became
effective Jan. 1, 1973, provides
For rehabilitation at the injured
employee with whatever it may
take to restore his earning
power. When he is unable, as a
result of the injury, to perform
work for which he has previous
training or emperience, he is
entitled to retraining and job
placement to restore him to
suitable employment.
To assist in carrying out the
provisions of this law, a Workman's Compensation
Rehabilitation Panel has been
created. It is composed of the
director of the Workmen's
Compensation Board and
specialists in medical Indvocational rehabilitation.
Members are appointed by the
Workmen's
Compensation
Board.
According
to
Yocum,
rehabilitation coordinator, a
responsibilities of the panel
include investigating and
recommending rehabilitation
facilities which are capable of
rendering service to seriously
injured employees. Such
facilities will be approved by
the Workmen's Compensation
Board.
In
instances
where
rehabilitation services are not
voluntarily offered by the
employer, or are refused by the
, employee when offered, the
habilitation Panel offers the
parties an opportunity to be
heard, and recommends
course of action to the Workmen's Compensation Board.
The board may then Choose to
refer the employee to an approved rehabilitation facility
.for an evaluation of his
rehabilitation potential.
Eight hospitals have already
been approved by the board as
rehabilitation facilities, with
more currently being investigated. Throughout the
state, 50 hospitals have been
invited to participate and apply
for the program.
"There's never been much
emphasis on rehabilitation
before," said Dr. J. Bradford
Block, a rehabilitation panel
member. "The seriously injured employee simply received
his compensation check each
month and was virtually

forgotten-with little hope of
working again."
"It's a complete change in
attitude," added Morgan. "If
given the chance, most injured
employees are grateful for the
rehabilitation opportunity."
In a cooperative agreement
with the Department of
Education's Rehabilitation
Services, counselors are
provided for injured employees
throughout the state. They
work closely with the employee's attending physician
and compensation claims
representative to provide
vocational counseling and
coordination of services needed
to assist the injured employee in
returning to productive employment.
Costs of rehabilitation services for eligible claimants are
borne by the employer and
compensation
insurance
carrier.
The law also states that an
employee who is eligible for

rehabilitation and refuses it
will receive a 50 percent loss of
compensation for each week of
refusal.
Approved rehabilitation
facilities thus far include: Institute of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, Louisville; St.
Elizabeth Hospital, Covington;
Salvation Army, William Booth
Memorial Hospital, Covington;
the University of lientucky
Medical Center, Lexington;
Good Samaritan Hospital,
Lexington; Owensboro-Daviess
County Hospital, Owensboro;
Kentucky Baptist Hospital
Louisville; and Methodist
Evangelical Hospital,
Louisville.
Rehabilitation panel members are J. Keller Whitaker,
chairman, Frankfort; Dr. J.
Bradford Block, Middletown;
Dr. J. Luther Fuller, Louisville;
Colleen Lewis, Frankfort; Dr.
James E. Ross, Lexington; and
rehabilitation coordinator,
Oscar Morgan, Jr., Lexington.

AGENTS WANTED.Earn money
in spare time. No investment. See
Rosebud Sykes, Murray HatJ20C
chery, 406 South 4th.

Established Business
Opportunity
Union 76 Service Station
for lease, 4th & Elm St.
Contact:
Gould Oil Co., Inc.
Phone 753-6093 or 753-9874,
Murray, Ky.
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
service "Walt Disney Products"
accounts. High earnings! Income
over $1,000 per month possible'
Inventory necessary $3,290 to
start! Call collect Mr. Martin
(214) 243-1981.
J24P

Let extra inco
home. On ma
formal living
room, comple
eating space,
walk in closet. I
basement has
of state owner
Phone 436-5479

USED RIDING
and up. Murray
753-3361.
ESPECIAL 5' fiber
lab, $172.50, white
Murray Supply,7533361.
SPECIAL 34"x32'
fiberglass shower
$112.00. White and
Supply,753-3361.

'WANT TO BUY used furniture,
any condition, no appliances.
Phone 753-8378.
July 23C

PIANO TUNING and Repair
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
calisthenics. Then breakfast.
Breakfast is four strawber- craftsman Piano Technician
TFC
ries, a piece of bread, milk Guild.
and coffee and an egg. You
TECATE, Mexico — RanPIANO TUNING—Repair
can go back for seconds.
La Puerta, one of the
Breakfast is followed by rebuilding. Prompt expert serworld's largest health spas, is
more exercise. All the ladies vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
two miles east of Tecate, a
99 per cent of the clientele pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
typical border town with dirt
appears to be women — the Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753streets and endless swarms of
TFC
men stick out like sore 8911
children dodging in front of
thumbs)go into a room with a
cars
full-length mirror all along
Some 200 to 250 Mexican
one wall and there, to the infamilies earn their incomes
structions of a young and
from working at the ranch.
handsome instructor named VACATION IN the great outThe ranch is spread out
Glenn, wriggle in various doors! Camping trailer, excellent
over some 80 acres of land,
ways designed to loosen condition, Phone 753-6183
surrounded by steep rocky
JZ3C
people up. This is followed by
mountains and hills. Each
the music exercise class, out STARCFtAFT CAMPERS. Shasta
guest or couple has an indiin the open air. This class, led and Golden Falcon travel
vidual cottage. There are
by Martha, draws a lot of trailers. Phone 753-6650 from 2:00
some 100 cottages, and they
women and one man (all the -8:00p.m. Sunday.
are always, or almost always,
1TC
classes are optional, unlike
full these days.
the Golden Docr).
Martha Cason, an auburn-- MOBILE HOME, 10' it 56'
Martha goes gracefully Monarch, carpeted, air conhaired girl, tall and thin with
through a lot of exercises. The ditioned, electric heat, color
height blue eyes and an astonishing tan, is director of the
women are less graceful, the T,V., early American furniture,
place.
man completely graceless. two bedrooms. Phone 753-7358 or
At26,she receives no salary
Some of the women leave. 753-5191.
J23C
except room and board.
Others smoke cigarettes.
Over glasses of orange
Later, while some of the
juice, Martha explains the
women go over to the water
philosophy of the health
exercise class (everybody
ranch.
wades in circles in a wading
"We've attracted people
pool) others go to get some
who are interested in helping
iced tea.
themselves and each other.
"This is my third time
We generally get a group
here," says Ronnie Tagger of
that's more accepting of itSanta Barbara, Calif. Mrs.
self, more relaxed. And, after
Tagger is an artist. Half the :u..
all, this is Mexico — manana,
women at the spa seem to be
yoa know. It's not like checkartists.
ing into the TraveLodge.
-It's very satisfying for you
Some days you get the towels,
emotionally and physically. I
and some days you don't.
feel quite expansive here." $1).: Know someone
"But they finally get there,
Another woman cuts in, a
who'll soon :11!,
sometime.
good-looking California womHospital Report
"It's not a fat farm. Therean with a nice tan.
celebrate a
are a lot of couples, a -lot
July 15, 1973
"Some people come here to
2
wives.
People
from all over
ADULTS 97
diet," she says, "and some tit
birthday?
the United States, and otherpeople 'come here to swing."
NURSERY 3
countries too."
She winks, arid everybody
DISMISSALS
Suddenly she glances at her
2
Melvin Regon Smith, Route 2,
laughs.
--- "And if you dealknow what
Box 34, Murray, Danny Mac watch.
"Oops. It's past the dinner
I mean, sonny,-iiiit any man
Washburn, Route 1, Dexter,
Send them greetings :S]
hour. Would you like someCr woman here"
Master Cary James McClure,
:4€•
here?"
thing
Then
the woman starts lk with a Happy Ad in
Route 7, Mayfield, - Mrs.
Something is yogurt mixed-- making plans with some
Virginia Lee Mengino, D-3
with sunflower seeds, sesamefriends of hers to go into f_,
741i our Classified SectionM
Embassey Apts., Murray, Mrs. seeds, a natural
sweetener
Tecate that night, to a MexiCaldwell, Route 3, and some sort of little MexiFloy
can dance place.
Murray,Janey Burlene Hodges, can nut that's supposed to be
Most of the women at the
(expired), Route 5, Murray.
it/S1 tan
spa are either single or have.
high in protein.
July 14, 1973
not brought their husbands
"Very good for you," says
753-1916
•
ADULTS 86
along. Often, as one woman
Martha.
NURSERY 4
explained,
the
"You love this place," she
husbands don't .
2E to place your
ik
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
want to come along.
adds.
is your home. We
a
d
l
Mrs. Carol Ann Eldrige and
Though most people say the
have an 85 per cent return
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Murray.
health ranch is a fascinating
rate. You drive into the ranch
DISMISSALS
place full of fascinating :in!
and have peace."
Harold Thomas Boyd, 602 S.
people, others disagree.
The day begins at 1:30 am.
"There are spas I like bet9th St., Murray, J.D. Morris, Wake up and a cold shower.
Rt. Dexter, Charles Howard
ter," says Paula Hansen, 38,
Then meet everybody down at
who holds a doctorate in ecoTolley, 805 Guthrie, Murray, the recreation room.
nomics and is a resident of
1sec Wallace Rogers, Rt. 7,
Congressmen's wives,
Denmark. "Here you meet,
Murray, Rickie Lee Turner, Rt. senators' wives, business
housewives. At other places
1, Almo, Mrs. Rosel Jackson, executives' wives — they're
you meet individuals."
121 Spruce, Murray, Miss all there, dressed in leotards
But then, as Mies Hansen
Bessie Mae Perry, 44Y7 N. 2nd, or shorts or whatever old
cheerfully admits, she is
Murray,Fred Chapman Enoch, clothes they brought along.
something of a connoisseur of
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Alma Lee There is a dense gray fog over
spas and in danger of becomStalls, 502 S. 12th, Murray, Miss the ranch.
"All right," says Martha,
ing a "spa bum" — those
Frida Joy Colson, Rt. 1, Alin°,
women and a handful of men
David Earl Sanderson, Rt. 7, who's leading the dawn hike
through
the
who
spend most or at least a
mountains
around
Jean
Mrs.
Barbara
Hickory,
the ranch."Step out now, long
large part of their time hopBarnett, Rt. 1, Box 19, Murray,
strides, deep breaths."
ping from spa to spa.
Lake Hall, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
There is one man th the
And besides, most spa bums
Jeanette Francis Salyer and group. He
say that the Golden Door and
saunters
along
at
Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. the tail of the pack, and
the ranch, which pioneered
overStella Bimpe Latundee and
hears two older ladies talking.
many of the techniques espeBaby Boy, 7 Orchard Heights,
"Isn't Shea cute girl?" says
cially water therapy techMurray, Mrs. Term Gay C.incitt one,'a little bitterly.
niques) ,used throughout the
and Baby Boy, Paris, Tenn.,
"I came all the way out here
world,the queen of„the curMrs. 011ie Frances Enoch, Rt.
from New York for this"
rmt.crop of spas — 'the jek__
4, Murray, Mrs. Lucille..Beadt„.._ says:mother.'Llbissbif is
Letil;FISP00/1i-la.
ansosis of_
209 Maple St., Murray, -Mrs, - wd iiiid good .hr,_ youngplenty, natural tr
Bettye Bridges, Rt.- I, Murray, oters.11
and fun -loving
people,
At- 1- aim' COncYbodY is
Mrs. Willena Tillman (escuddled in the Me4can mountains near Tecate'.
.fired), 719 Poplar, Murray. - _weighed. This is followed by

VERNON'S BOOT
Western Store and
Now open at their
on Arcadia, off 641
from Central
ter.

TRUCK LOAD
Edison air condi
BTU,$184.25. 17,
20,000 BTU, $260.
$285.00. 26,000
Sales Highway
Kentucky.

KIRBY VA
rug specialist the
carpet. New and
for sale. For
phone Mike Hu
Kirby distributor
0359.

4E

14' FABUGLASS
1965 Evirtude
boat trailer, a
trolling motor.
dition. Sell for
6323.
STOVE, $40.00
$20.00. Power
in good conciiti
2297.

The Ledger g
.§4

BARREL HO
and hauls w
papers lost.
5:00p.m.
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IT'S EASY

FOR SALE

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

ANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

T1JESDAY-JULY 17, 073

AUCTION SALE -

753-11916
FOR RENT

Another View

AUCTION: LOCATION 4 miles
FURNISHED HOUSE
and
east of Benton, off of 408 on the
apartments. Near university.
Olive and Hamlet Road. First
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
house on right. Watch for signs.
Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0689. July
Time-Saturday, July 21, 1973,
home. On main floor are three bedrooms, 14 baths,
24C
10:00 a.m.
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
Personal property of Gentry
SMALL THREE room furnished
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
Clark, Deceased; Electric
apartment wig) air conditioner,
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
SALE
AUCTION
stove-same as new, R.C.A.
patio, private entrance. Walking
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
distance of campus. Couples
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION: 124 T.V.-same as new, Wizard
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
Sears SWALESS
only. $65.00. Available after
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost.
East Main Street, Cadiz, Ky., vacuum cleaner-same as new,
August 15. 753-6697.
Saturday, July 21,'at 10:00 A.M. kitchen cabinet-old, wood
Phone 436-5479.
J23P
Alumina'. Gtering
lit
The following items will be sold burning cook stove-old, wood
INSTALLED'
DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms, three
as part of the settlement of Mrs. burning heating stove-old,crock
Gxstorn-rnode at your home
by ow factory-on-wheels
trunks-old,
poster
miles east of Murray on Highway
USED RIDING mowers, $39.95 1971 MOBILE home, Equity and
C.T. Wood Estate: Dining Room jars,
_ Expires July 31, 111
280. Phone 7534998 or 753and up. Murray Supply, phone take over payments. Call for
Suite (Maple-nearly new) in- bedroom suite-three piece, red
Call
753-3361.
chairs, table and hutch, couch and chair, rocking chairs
6231.
cludes
753-2310
J30C
AuguatfIC appointment,753-7284.
J19C
ior o PPE( E;TIMATE
Home Desk, Rocking Chairs, (3)-old, platform rocker,
Sears (aisles Isles Office
r SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece TWO MALE beagles. Phone 753FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Living Room Suite, End and hanging light (green glass
Southside Shopping Center
J17C
Coffee Tables, Lamps, Fireplace shade)-old, floor lamp, tablevery nice. One bedroom, lots of
tub, $172.50, white and colors. 5322 after 2:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky.
cabinets and two big closets. All
Murray Supply, 753Tools, Wooden Pie Safe, Electric old, aluminum folding lawn
sdectric and adjacent to M.S.U.
3361.
August8C FREEZER-15 cubic foot, .E. REFRIGERATOR, used, Fans, Electric Heaters (por- chairs 12), miscellaneous china
upright. Good condition, $75.00. green. Air conditioner; chain table), Admiral 40" Electric bric-a-brac, box sheets, etc., iron
burnous. Couples only. Phone 753J17C saw; 1961 Thunderbird car; Range, Westinghouse bed, waterfall vanity and chest,
31105.
SPECIAL 34"x32" one piece Phone 753-472.
J23C
fiberglass shower stalls. Special
motor boat. Phone 436-2197 after Refrigerator, Crosley Chest-type wardrobe with mirror, magazine
$112.00. White and colors. Murray MOBILE HOME, Melody-12'x50', 8:30p.m.
J17C Deep Freezer, Wizard 5-Cycle rack, ladies old watch, kerosene
SERVICES OFFERED
Electric Washer, Motorola Color lamp, aladdin lamp,electric iron,
Supply,753-3361.
AugustlIC two bedrooms. Frigidaire skinnyflat
irons
handmade
quilts,
12),
ROONE.(9,
mini washer and dryer. Couch GRAND PRIX-1973. Also 1973 T.V. (Nice), Hollywood Bed,
°NOT 'THE
ABERNATHY. 11-1E RE PAINTING-INTERIOR, exbox silverware-new.
NUMBER 4 ON MY ENEMY LIST.
terior, and sheet rock finishing.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut- and 10 ggallonaquarium
'coin Grand Sport Torino. New Ludwig Jenny Lind Style Bed, Metal
All work guaranteed. For free
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. plete with fish. Phone 437-4312 or drum set. phone 753.7832 after Poster Bed, Mattresses and Dinette set-chrome, Wizard
J17P 5:00 pm.
estimates phone Sammie Atkins
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for 437-4517.
J19C Springs, Vacuum Cleaner- deep freeze-chest type, radios
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
Eureka Canister, Chifferobe with (2), treadle sewing machines,
Painting & Decorating 437free estimate Dale Campbell 753refrigerator,
new
electric
Bedroom
Suite
Mirrors,
Oak
4534.
July 20C MINIATURE
July 20C
7775.
SCHNAUZERS,
(complete), Odd Chairs and skillet-Wizard, meat grinders
5/
1
2 weeks old. Non shed coats.
ALUMINUM
SIDING
trim
and
Benches, Very Old Trunk (good (2), pressure cooker, pressure
VERNON'S BOOT dc Shoe Store- Ideal with children. Melody-Ayre
gutters.
We
cover
all
exposed
canner,
miscellaneous
dishes,
Type
Wall
Old
condition),
Kennels.
Phone
901-232-8327 or
Western Store and Shoe Repair.
IMO. Custom Bt trim. Baked
Telephone, Handmade Chairs; iron tea kettle, milk cans ('2),
J19C
Now open at their new location 642-1938.
enamel aluminum siding. All
trangarden
tiller-5
H.P-new,
chain
and
tools
crew,
Roaster-Cooker,
adequate
Westinghouse
an
have
If
you
acr
North,
on Arcadia, off 641
aluminum gutters and down
saw,
power
mower,
hand
tools,
Utensils,
Numerous
Kitchen
Air
sportation.
conditioner
for
1971
18' FIBERGLASS Mark Twain
from Central Shopping Censpouts. Free estimates. Phone
items, Other shoe lasts (2), broad ax, wash
Jim Walter ‘Homes
boat, 150 H.P., I-0 Mercury and 1972 Super Beetle. Hand-made
ter.
753-8783.
August8C
kettles (2)-iron, crib of corn,
Miscellaneous Items.
has sub-contract work available for you We have
cruiser. Fully equipped. Phone
John Randolph Realty & mowing machine, farm wagon,
plenty of work in all areas.
FLIKUILM041,WWDMIKO 762-2504 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.,
Reg. '395.00
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Auction Company, Murray, Ky., quilt pieces, horse collar, fruit
For more information apply to or call collect....
Monday through Friday.
J18C
NOW
0
di Decker, hay
Gene Garrett
jars,
drill-Black
in
charge
Houses
7534382
will
be
trimmed-cabinetsPhone
0
Phone 4424479
2093 S. Bettline, Paducah
and
porch
swing,
J19C rake-old,
formica tops-doors-etc. Quality
of sale.
LARGE BASSINET with liner
0
numerous small items.
workmanship. Phone 7530
Installed
and mattress-like new. Two all
Terms-cash. Lite Real Estate
0790.
August 11C
0
Saturday,
July
SALE,
AUCTION
wood
student
desks,
single
bed.
0
W. M. AVERY
21, rain or shine, 305 North 7th & Auction, Route 1, Aurora, Ky. WANTED SERVICE station
J18C
Phone 753-2443
A WILL DO barn painting and
Street, Murray, Ky. Mrs. Lucy Phone 474-2717, Vernon Lile- attendant,full time employment.
°
LUMBER CO
J19C Must furnish references. No
Featherstone, owner of Sunshine Auctioneer.
.
I BOY SCOUT uniform, size 12.
puryear, Tenn
commercial spraying. Rusty
phone calls please. Apply in $ Assistant Manager
Chestnut Street
J18NC
Nursery has sold property and
Phone 753-6955.
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
641
Trotter's
Gulf,
Hwy.
person
will offer the nursery equipment.
LOST& FOUND
or 383-2299.
August 13C
Employment
0
Night
J19C
South.
Metal climber, two glider face to
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. 16' BASS boat, motor and trailer,
with
New
Shape
LOSE
WEIGHT
PRESCRIPTION
LOST
swings,
face
swings,
five
chain
753Edison air conditioners. 10,000 fully equipped. Phone
0 Personal Interview
BUSHHOGGING.
JI8C Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills. metal seesaw, gym set, ball goal, sunglasses at Storey's or Say- HELP WANTED at Grecian
r, rates. Phone 753-3943. Reasonable
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. 7252.
J17C
ITC
Drug.
Say-Rite
Only
concrete tile, tables, child's Rite Drug Store. Please return. Steak House. Apply in per20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
.120C
436-2311.
Phone
camera,
swimming
pool,
chairs,
$285.00. 86,000 BTU $318.40. Roby
J17C
son.
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere WHITE REFRIGERATOR books, games, puzzles, record
Sales Highway 68, Benton,
NOTICE
•Papering
tractor with $20.00. Phone 753-9061 or 753-7737 player, doll buggy, high chair,
garden
and
lawn
July 17C
Kentucky.
number 48 mower. Regular after 5:00 p.m.
-.119C baby bed, also household goods.
•Painting
City Ordinance
$1965.00. Through July or while
•Panoling
GUTTERING BY Sears, Sears supply lasts $1695.00 Murray MINIATURE POODLE,`White, Large ice chest for picnicking,
Hazel, Kentnaky
floor pillows, bunk beds, comseamlcss gutters, installed per Supply,753-3361.
•Ceiling Tile
August8C male. Good with children, $10.00. plete with ladder. Maple and ORDINANCE NO. 1, BEING AN
your specifications. Call Larry
DECLARING
ITC other bedstead, chest, dressers, ORDINANCE
Phone 753-1856.
Complete Home
Lyles at 753-2310 for free 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
THE NEED, NECESSITY,
Jim Walter Homes is accepting bids for Dry Wall
and
ottoman.
rockers,
chairs,
Remodeling
estimate.
TFC puppies, Chihuahuas, and &fah USED COUCH and matching
DESIRABILITY AND INwork. If you are an experienced Dry Wall subSmall and large refrigerator, TENTION OF THE TOWN OF
ESTIMATES
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- chair, Kroehler. Good condition.
FREE
contractor, have your (nib crew, tools and tranelectric stove, three coil heaters, HAZEL, KENTUCKY, TO AN1968 TRIUMPH 650 motorcycle. 9457.
July 24NC Phone 753-5295 after 5:00p.m.
sportation,
apply
to....
lamps, cot, TV., clock, small NEX CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS
Houghton
Phone 753-7780 or 753-5265. JAC
Jim Walter Homes
J19C
tables, dishes, Christmas TERRITORY TO THE TOWN OF
For
full details apply to or call collect....
753-0961
and
many HAZEL, KENTUCKY; AND
decorations
Montzomery Ward
Gene Garrett
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
miscellaneous boxes.
1201 Chestnut
BEAL ESTATE: FoR SALE
ACCURATELY DEFINING THE
2093 S. &Mine, Paducah
Phone 4424479
rug specialist that adjusts to any
FOR ALL your additions,
Sale, Wednesday only
Eats and drinks available. Not BOUNDARIES
OF
THE
carpet. New and used vacuums
10 percent oft all Returned
remodeling, residential or
responsible
for
accidents.
THE
TERRITORY
WHICH
SHORES-Largt
KENIANA
GOMIS
for sale. For demonstration
commercial.
New or old. Free ,
charge
of
Douglas
Shoemaker
in
00
P
M
Open tiff 7
TOWN OF HAZEL,KENTUCKY,
wooded Iota for sale-as little as
AUTOS FOR SALE
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
WANTED DAY help with elderly. estimates. Call 753-6123.
sine. Murray auction license PROPOSES TO ANNEX.
TFC
per
$10
&
753$10
down
with
753-0752
or
6895
distributor.
Kirby
507 Vine Street. Phone 753J19C BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BUICK
number-406.
water-lake
accessJul31C
month-central
WILDCAT-1967,
double 3581.
0359.
J18P ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE power and air. Highest offer.
all weather streets. From New
'Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
TFC
NOTICE
TOWN OF HAZEL,KENTUCKY, Phone 753-7530 or 753-0048. J17P FULL TIME or part time pizza Phone Paris,642-6551.
Concord drive North East on 444
1967 GLASTRON 14' boat with 80 super! Rent electric shampooer
AS FOLLOWS:
and fallow !Centime
five
miles
makers, night work. No ex- JERRY'S REFINISHING &
H.P. Johnson motor and trailer. $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
jwy lac JOAN COLESON is now working SECTION 1: mat it is needful,
signs to offiee.
VOLKSWAGEN-1971 Super- perience necessary. Personal Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
J21C
Center.
All for $600.00. Phone 753at the Kut' n Kurl Beauty Salon, necessary and desirable that the
beetle, 44,000 miles. AM-FM interviews only. Contact Mr. South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
J19C
2930.
FRONT large lot, a Wednesday through Saturday, following described lands lying radio. Local car. Extremely Charles Wynn at Pagliai's Pizza,
BELTONE FACTORY freshi WATER
.Jerry McCoy. Meer (502) 492appo
-mi Phone 753- adjacent and contiguous to the clean. Highway miles. Phone 733- 510 Main.
'-rn 5:Lpen.
jlN
atkT 81681
choice area, Phone 436-2427af
J18C 8837.
TFC
HANDMADE QUILTS,four-new. hearing aid batteries for all make
for
318P‘present boundary limits of the 6740.
7p.m.
J18NC
Very reasonably priced. Phone hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J18C
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, be
NEED MORE income? Want R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
J23C
$10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per
753-6127.
annexed to said Town of Hazel,
extra spending money? Earn work guaranteed. Business and
CONCRETE STEPPING stonesI month will buy a large wooded lot
Kentucky, and become a part
while working part time. Set your residential. Free estimates.
If You
1973 HONDA 750 motorcycle. and concrete splash blocks. at Keniana Shores. Lake accessthereof, to wit:
own hours. For information Phone
Company,
104
Lumber
weather
Murray
central
water-all
miles.
day or night Mayfield 247Excellent condition. 8,000
Beginning at the intersection of
phone 753-1470.
August 15C 7201.
J18C streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C
TFC
Phone 753-5664 or 753-6734. J23C Maple Street.
U.S. Highway 641, and the E.W.
1967-750 Norton Phone 753ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
1493.
.120P large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, break.JOHN DEERE combine, self fast bar, fireplace, central heat
propelled. In
A-/ condition. and air, boat dock, large patio.
Phone 435-5311.
.117P $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. J20C

INVESTMENT

16% OFF

AIR
CONDITIONER
SALE

SAWDUST

0

SIABS

0

WANTED
FRAMING SUB-CONTRACTORS

0

maw&
; Help Wanted

CARROLL
CAR
VOLKSWAGEN

0
0
OA

O

O
O Pagliais Pizza

WANTED
DRY WALL SUB-CONTRACTOR

Bill

1972 Penton
loo c.c.
ef Six Speed

Miss Your Paper

.1111MIMINNIr
FOR SALE

Please Phone
Your

Miller Road at the present north
FOR RENT
WILL DO trash and brush
'650.00
city limits of the Town of Hazel,
2 bedroom Mobile Home 8 X 42
hauling.
Reasonable rates. Phone
Kentucky; thence north 1500 feet. Phone 753-1343 or
Large Lot Only $4,000.
7534130.
TFC
ESS BUILDING.
to a p8‘nt 50 feet beyond the north
th
LILE REAL ESTATE
753-3673
J17C
or
753-1513.
right
Road;
7184509
of
way
of
Lavender
_
AUCTION
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
AURORA, KY. 474-2717
thence east and parallel with
NAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
Lavender Road 1700 feet to an CHEVROLET-I970 Suburban, FURNISHED APARTMENTS,' installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Results:
If
No
upholstery with Blue Lustre 255 ACRE farm, completely
iron stake; thence south 1500 feet'four wheel drive, four speed living room, kitchen,
bathroom
Phone
STOVE, $40.00. Refrigerator, Rent electric shampooer $1 fenced and half in permanent
to the present northeast city transmission. Dual range and shower and
bath. One or two BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
$20.00. Power mower, $15.00. All Kwik-Pik Market,Five Pointlimits of said town; thence west transfer case. Power steering
pasture with two bedroom
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- also bank gravel, fill dirt and
321C
s.
in good condition. Phone 4891700 feet to the beginning point. and brakes. New tires. Contact ments,
modern all electric home. For
South 16th Street, 753- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
J19C
2297.
Before
5:00
p.m.,
Sale by owner. Now accepting
SECTION 2: That it is the in- Tom Reagan, Tabers Body Shop, 6609,
July 26C 354-8161. after 5:00 pim.
TFC
TIRES: FOUR J78-I5 Gulf deluxe
tention of the Town of Hazel, 753-3134. --bids. Phone 901-247-5571 after 5:30
J17C
Then
IRISH SETTER puppies, ARC crown ployester. Two practically p.m. Reserve right to reject any
Kentucky, to annex to the Town
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
registered, ten weeks old. All new and two with half tread. oral! bids.
After 5:30 p.m., and
of Hazel, Kentucky, so as to MUSTANG-l968, black, 284 four furnished,
J23C
private entrance, air steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
shots and wormed. Champion Good buy. Phone 753-7406 after
become a part therof, the speed. Phone 7634142.
J17C conditioned, refrigerator. Master 489-2504_
J2IC
Until 6:30 p.m.
bloodlines. Phone 753-4825. J23C 5:00p.m.
territory described in Section 1
THREE BEDROOM house. Also
Zimmerman Apartments, South
hereof.
electric stove, refrigerator,
PANEL TRUCK-1957 GMC and 16th. Phone 753-8609.
July 26C KEI.1,Y'S TERMITE and Pest
14' JON boat, trailer and 9.8 H.P.
living room suite and television.
Adopted on first reading'on the 1973 250cc Kawasaki motorcycle.
Control. Phone 753-3914100 South
late model Mercury engine.
J23P
1616 Math Street,
7 day of July, 1973
Must sell by August. Phone 753Street, "Every- day yea-LARGE BRICK ranch home,
J19P
Phone 436-5437.
ORB ELECTRIC, electric motor
Cy Miller,
J23P
9761.
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen, delay lets bugs have their
BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot repair and sale. New Concord
Mayor,
Town
of
Hazel,
'
TFC
wall to wall carpeting, drapes, way."
15' RUNABOUT with 70 H.P.
100' x 253', beside park, Sharp Road,phone 753-8114. August9C Kentucky
BUICK WILDCAT-1968 con- 1102 blocks from campus. AtMercury. Also automatic washer
Street. Ready for quality home.
ATTEST:
J23P tractive terms available to JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
vertible. Phone 753-7490.
and dryer and chain saw. All in
Phone(606)549-2494. August20C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
W.B. Milstead •
couple who will manage six Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
436good condition. Phone
South
Clerk, Town of Hazel, OPEL KADET-1968 Ralley rental rooms in rear of building carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Control, phone 753-3914, 100
J23C
5366.
TWO BEDROOM brick house. 13th street,"every day you delay Kentucky
Sport. Approximately 28 miles to 1626 Hamilton. Phone 436- 753-7625 nights.
TFC
on Aluminum Siding
Large living room, family room, lets hugs have their way,- Aug4C
July 10-17C gallon. Excellent condition. 5479.
J17C
Gentle,
works
BARREL HORSE.
dining room,bath,kitchen, utility
Phone 753-2864 after 1:00 p.m.
(of any color), storm
and hauls well. Registration
PAINTING-INTERIOR and
and carport with one acre lot. t••••••••••••••••••••41
J19C
FURNISHED APARTMENT, air exterior. Also dry wall finishing.
papers lost. Phone 753-0672 after
.
Located 2 miles from 'downtown
doors
&
windows,
conditioned, one bedroom. Reasonable rates. Phone Tom
J19C
5:00p.m.
on New Concord Highway. dk
MUSTANG-1965, six cylinder, Couples or single boy. Phone M3- Wells 7534305.
awnings and carports.. $21,000.00.
•
J23C
Phone 753-6323. J19C w
three speed. Mechanically sound. 3139 or 753-4064.
126C
OLD ANTIQUE buffet with
• For the convenience of the Citizens of Murray 0 $325.00.
J23C
Phone 753-7827.
mirror,$80.00. Phone 753DISABLED RETIRED man
MOBILE HOME 12' x 60', four•
and Calloway County. ..
J19C
6202.
TWO BEDROOM brick home, wants job in kitchen, full or part
p.m.
6:00
After
bedroorna, set up on nice shady 0
carnet. cisapes, built-in oven and time(days only). Phone 753.
lot. Has city water, in country. 0
PEST CONTROL
J23P
TOY POODLES, ARC registered,
range. Attached garage and city 7851.
* FREE ESTIMATE * Phone 753-6110.
WWillBe'From
J23C.
. 7 weeks old. Phone 753-9869. ./ZIP
water. Nice country home with
control
pest
FOR THE best in
gardeilfor.couple only. Located 9 FOR YOUR building needs.
COUNTRY 101:S; trees, water, 0 serviie and termite control call miles mirth of Murray on HighwAgnER aldlireplugs. Extra large. High and•
• ling additions, new or old,
MATTRESS-INNERSPRING, -ftaffoglAHESuperior Exiermlnating Com-'way941.-91351144-mtettii: Phan.
or sznall jobs. Call 753Beauty Rest. Price $20.00. Phone electric stcrve.Phone'Mdry after rains. $3500.00. Phone 0
TFC
J19C gois.
J24C 7955.
July 25C
436-5479.
753-4091.
4 0000.0000.0.009.....: pany,753-7266.
J-17C Sam Harris 753-8061 'August6C ,
14' FABUGLASS ski boat, 60 H.P.
1965 Evirirude motor, including
boat trailer, a pair of skis,
trolling motor. All in good condition. Sell for $970.00, Phone 753J19C
6323.

REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GeRsan-Tahists& E-Vap.tNrater
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
J I8C
South 4th.

or Carrier
First

753-1916

753-7278

Aluminum
Siding

.Mid-Summer
Sale

NOTICE ---

Phone 498-8886

The Land.Fill Hours
7 to 7
Mon. thru Sat.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Three Traffic Accidents
Reported To City Police

Play Moved To
Kentucky Dam
From Kenlake

Three minor traffic accidents damaged, the police report
were reported Monday to the said.
A hit and run accident was
Murray City Police.
The first mishap occurred at reported at 1:15 p.m. to the
11:49 a.m. at the intersection of police by Ronald Hugh
• Highway 641 and Sycamore Thompson of 1516 Clayshire.
Investigating officers said
Street.
Policemen said a 1971 two that lbompson's 1964 two door
door driven by Mary Roberts of was parked at a parking space
Murray Route Five was going on Fourth and Main when it was
hit by a truck which left the
south on 641.
A second car, a 1965 two door scene of the accident.
The Thompson auto received
driven by Mary Janett Jarrett
of Murray Route Five, was minor damage, the police
going east on Sycamore and did report said.
Four cars were involved in an
not see the red light and ran
through the intersection, of- accident on North Fourth Street
Monday at 1:30 p.m.
ficers said.
Policemen said a 1973 two
Policemen said the Jarrett
car hit the Roberts auto in the door driven by Don Faughn of
11Cl7 Poplar was going north on
right rear quarter panel.
The Roberts car received North Fourth when a second
damage to the right quarter car, a 1972 two door driven by
Irene Higgins of
panel and the rear bumper Virginia
while the Jarrett car was not Murray Route Six, made a left
onto Fourth from the parking
lot of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic.
Policemen said the driver of
(Coatiasied from Page
That recommendation would the Higgins car failed to see the
raise Kentucky's effort to the Faughn car.
Officers said the Faughn car
national average.
Melton stressed that "we are struck the Higgins auto and
not asking national average then sideswiped a parked car
dollars or national average owned by Joe Pat Winchester of
teachers' salaries-only nation- Murray Route Seven and a
parked car owned by Ralph
al average effort."
National average effort is de- Gene McCutcheon of 1709 Farm
signed to make allowances for Avenue.
Minor damage was to all al
a state's comperative low
wealth, Alexander explained. the cars, policemen said.
Four citations were issued
The figure, which is the ratio of
expenditures per pupil to per Monday by the police departcapita income, was 2.9 for Ken- ment including one for
tucky last year while the na- disregarding a stop sign,two for
public drwikeness and one for
tional average was 3.9.
"If you are poor, you have to speeding.
make a greater effort to produce necessities," Melton commented. "AM education is a
necessity."
(Ceatiared from Page 1)
Melton said a second highly
significant recommendation in
Monday's final medical
the report was to switch to a port said:
pupil cost concept in allocating
"It was not necessary for the
state money instead of using a President to have a chest X-ray
strict classroom unit. A class- today. His temperature was
room unit is comprised of 27 elevated to 99 degrees at noon.
students and one teacher re- His lungs reveal only minimal
gardless of what type program congestion. He continued his
they are in.
program of graduated activity
"With the pupil cost con- and staff work. This is followed
cept," Melton said,"we can de- by a some of fatigue. His overvelop a system of both pupil ac- all condition was one of imcounting and dollar accounting. provement.''
We'll be able to show you
Dr. Sol Katz, pulmonary diswhere the dollars are going."
ease specialist called in as a
The pupil cost concept is de- consultant from Georgetown
signed to allocate money on the University Medical School, said
basis of different expenses for he expected Nixon to leave the
different types of programs.
Bethesda, Md., Naval hospital
Thursday or Friday. He said
Shrine Club Meets
The Murray Calloway County the doctors then would like to
Shrine Club will meet at 7:00 see the President retire to
p.m. on Wednesday at the Freed some place where he can get
Cotham Company on Chestnut peace and quiet for a week or
street. All local Shriners are more of recuperation.
Ziegler indicated the initial
urged to attend this meeting
since several items of im- period of recuperation would be
portance will be discussed in- brief. As of now, he said, Nixon
cluding the annual Shrine Golf plans to meet with the Shah of
Tournament
and
the Iran Tuesday-at Camp David,
Southeastern Shrine Convention Md., if not at the White
in Louisville, both of whidk, Souse-and to go forward with
nferences scheduled for later
occur next month.
in the month with the prime
ministers of Japan and AustralSAME NAME
James R. Adams of Far- ia.
Katz described Nixon as an
mington has rePorted that he is
not the J. R. Adams of Far- excellent patient except for regmington recently indicted in U. istering objections to curtailing
S. District Court in Paducah on his schedule as vigorously as
charges of violating the federal the doctors would recommend.
Mrs. Nixon, meanwhile, plans
marketing regulations for
to Ely to California today to attobacco.
tend funeral services in Los Angeles on Wednesday for her
FREE PUPPIES
Five puppies, one mak.s_ tad half brother, Matthew G. Bend. He died Saturday at his
four female, part Labrador,*
weeks old, are free to perm= home there at the age of 70.
There were no immediate defor pets For information Ca
tails of the funeral.
753-5995

Schools . . .

Nixon ...

The play, "Babes In
Toyland," is now being shown
at the Kentucky Dam Village in
the air conditioned auditorium
with performances each
morning at ten a.m. Tuesday
through Saturday through
September 1.
Officials said the production
was changed from the amphitheatre at Kenlake State
Park to the air conditioned
auditorium for the remainder
of the season.
Other events scheduled for
the amphitheatre at Kenlake
State Park this summer include
the following;
July 22, at 7:30 p.m.Southern Harmony Singers will
present a concert of music and
song that dates back to the
Shakespearean era. This group
was invited to perform at the
National Folklife Culture
Festival in Washington, D.C.,
for the Smithsonian Institute
earlier this month.
July 29, at 7:30 p.m.Bluefield Church Choir of Cadiz
will give a concert and is one of
the most outstanding Negro
spiritual choirs in Kentucky, a
spokesman said.
August 12 at 7:30 p.m.Yvonne Belmont Gregory,
noted folk singer, will do a
program of religious and
patriotic music. She ac,
companies herself with the
zither and dulcimer.
August 19-The Praise
Singers, a youth folk religious
music group from Paducah, will
present a concert.
The events are open to the
public and there is no admission
charge.

MSU ROTC To Be Open
To Women for First Time

Food, Other Aid, Pouring Into
Drought-Stricken West Africa

For the first time women
entering
Murray
State
University this fall will be
eligible for enrollment in a
program leading to a commission as Second Lieutenants
in the United States Army.
The new program marks a
dramatic change in the Reserve
Officer's Training Corps
(WIT) Program and is indicative of the expanding role to
be assumed by women in an all
volunteer Army, an ROTC
spokesman said.
The program is specifically
designed to provide "oncampus" training and experience for women in the art of
organizing, motivating, and
leading other men and women.
This training will enable a
young woman to prepare for
positions of leadership through
the development of skills which
are applicable to military and
civilian careers alike,
The benefits available to
women will be the same as have
previously been available to
men through ROTC including
the opportunity to compete for
scholarships. All students earn
a tax-free allowance of $100 per
month during their junior and
senior year. Women are not
required to drill with weapons
or to perform physical training.
Academic credit is granted
for participation in ROTC with a
total Of 29 ataneatar hoaFa
earned for the tell four year
Program.
The ROTC program is divided
into two phases-the Basic
Course during the freshman and
sophomore years, and the
Advance Course during the
junior and senior years.
A student incures absolutely
no boligation by enrollment in
the Basic Course to either

zone, which runs from Mauritania and Senegal through
Mali, Upper Volta, Niger and
Chad
So far, about 200,000 tons of
food has been shipped from
abroad. The dust bowl regions
in the so-called "famine belt"
need about 500,000 tons this
year.
The threat of starvation will
grow as the rainy season, now
getting under way, cuts off dirt
roads linking rural areas to
major towns.
"The worst is yet to come,"
warns an American Aid official
in Dakar, Senegal. "We have to
keep feeding them until this
year's harvest in the fall."
However, if the five-year dry
spell persists and this year's
rains are poor, there will be
little or no harvest.
Relief officials say the
drought threatens the lives of
millions and drastically has disFuneral services for Mrs. rupted
rural economies of some
Vera Edna LaFever of Route 1, of the
world's most impoverPuryear, Tenn., were held"
ished nations.
Sunday at 2 p.m. at LeDon
Abandoned villages and the
Chapel, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Warren Sykes officiating.
Burial was in Shady Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. LaFever died Friday at
10:30 p.m. at Crestview Rest
Home. She was 89.
Pallbearers were Clifton
Robinson, Gordon Jackson,
Bonnie .Bo_yd, William Boyd,
Billy Boyd, and Joe Boyd.
She was born Sept. 14, UN la
Henry County the daughter el
Hawley Fair, local cabinet
William A. McSwain and Edna shop
owner, succumbed
Eloise Smith McSwain. She was Monday at 7:55 p.m. at the
married to Sam S. LaFever on Veterans Hospital, Memphis,
Dec. 16, 1901 and he preceded Tenn. He was 55 years of age
her in death June 15, 1960. She and a resident of 117 South 10th
was a member of Shady Grove Street, Murray.
Baptist Church.
The deceased operated a
Survivors include five cabinet shop and furniture
,daughters,
Mrs. William upholstery business here for
(Werna) Eymirn of Maywood, about ten years. He was veteran
Ill., Mrs. Eula Kimbro, Melrose of World War II, and a member
Park, Ill., Mrs. Lloyd (Raince) of the First Baptist Church,
Manier, Streamwood, III., Mrs. Drakesboro, VFW and Cundiff
Floyd (Mary Lou
Flippo, Lodge No. 845 Free and AcMelrose,- Park, Ill., Mrs. cepted Masons at Drakesboro.
Born March 5, 1918, at Bristol,
Thomas (Dorothy) Mock of
Shamble, Georgia; three sons, Va., he was the son of the late
Willard LaFever and Winfred William Fair and Lola Feathers
LaFever both of Puryear, and Fair. He and his wife, the forWaylay LeFaier of Stream- mer Louise Wiley, who surwood, 111; -WI sisters, Mrs. vives, were married June 2,
Cora Jackson and Mrs. Mary 1948.
Rhodes, both of Puryear; two
The Murray man is survived
brothers John MeSwaln of by Ms wife; two daughters,
Abilene Texas, and Elvis Mc- Mrs. Gary (Frances) Norwood
Swain of Puryear; thirteen of Paris, Tenn., and Miss Ann
grandchildren; twenty-four Fair of Murray; one son,
great grandchildren and three Hawley Walker Fair of Murray;
great great grandchildren. A three sisters, Mrs. Homer
son and a daughter preceded (Resale) Meadows of Bristol,
her in death some years ago.
Term., Mrs. Anna Bell Jonas of
Knoxville, Term., and Mrs.
Leonard (Evellee) Shepherd of
Mrs. Elvin Crouse ls
Johnson City, Tenn.; two
brothers, Calvin Fair of Paoli,
Patient At Memphis
Did., and Avery Fair of
Evansville, Ind.; one grandMrs. Elvin ( Anita Crouse is a daughter, Jansen
Leigh
patient at the Baptist Memorial Outland.
HosOital, Memphis, Tenn.,
Funeral services will be held
where she underwent surgery Thursday at two p.m. at the
last week.
First
Baptist
Church,
The Murray Route Two Drakesboro, with Rev. Ronald
woman is expected to be able to Burnett of Drakesboro and Rev.
return home next week. Her Jerrell White of Murray ofaddress is Mrs. Anita Crouse, ficiating.
Room 872 Union East, Baptist
Burial will be in the Haden
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Cemetery near Drakesboro.
Tenn.
The
Blalock-Coleman
Mrs. Crouse is the daughter of Funeral Home has charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. James Brandon. arrangements and friends may
She and her husband who is call there until Wednesday
employed at the Genral Tire morning when the body will be
and
Rubber
Company, taken to the Parker-WashburnMayfield, have two children, Pannell
Funeral
Home,
Tanimi and Kelly.
Drakesboro.

Fair . ..
(Continued treat Page 1)
tabulated the scoring and Miss
finily Gore and Miss Betsy
Gore were the tally girls.. a,
Escorting the contestants to
and from the stage were Dale
Arnold, Dennis Crawford,
Johnny Hewitt, and Ray Lane.
Mrs. Jere Stripling and Mrs.
Bob Burke, co-chairman of the
beauty .00ntest for the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, expressed
thanks to the merchants and
contestants for their wonderful
cooperation and their making it
possible for another successful
summer "catch up" kinHe'd T. Yang
dergarten program of the
department.
Other contestants
and
sponsors were Phyllis Kay
Adams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Adams, Purdom and
Robert T. Young, son of Mrs. Thurman; Stacy Adams,
Robert Young and the late daughter Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Robert Young of 412 South 16th Adams, Taylor Motors, Inc.;
Street, Murray,is now affiliated Gay Crass, daughter of Mrs. Jo
with the Moffitt Realty Com- Crass, Littleton's; Gwen
pany, 304 Main Street, Murray. Crouse, daughter of Mr. and
Young is a graduate of Mrs. Maurice Crouse, Dor-Mae
Murray High School and a 1971 Shop; Suzanne Dick, daughter
graduate of Murray State of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dick, Big
University where he received K; Debbie Dodd, daughter of
his B.S. in biology and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dodd, Town
agriculture and a Master 'S and Country; Rhonda Garland,
Degree
in
Secondary daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Education. He has previously Garland, Garland Used Cars,
taught high school and has Inc.; Nancy Jones, daughter of
worked as a social worker in Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. Jones,
Murray Sewing Center; Connie
the Murray area.
The former Murray man said Lawson, daughter of Mr and
he is joining the local realty Mrs. Ted Lawson, Murray
company because.11elesirw.tq. Insurance Agency; Regina
serve the Murray' area - by. Lockhart, daughter of Mr. and
dealing in the liidingand asdrot Mrs. Ronald Lockhart, Shirley
florist; Evelyn Matthews,
all types of ma)estate.
daughter of Mrs, Nouna
Matthews, Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet; Debbie Mcetord,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
McCord, Stokes Tractor and
Implement Company; Sheila
McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McCuiston, Sammon's Bakery; Trina Nicks,
R-Conn., pressed Lehnbach for daughter or Mr. and Mrs.
an account of his motivation in James D. Cochran, Bank of
Murray; Julie Oakley, daughter
raising the money.
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Oakley,
"I just didn't think of it, that Peoples Bank; Karen
Robinson,
these men would ask me to do daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
an illegal act," Kalmbach said. Donald Robinson,
Jerry's
Kalmbach said again he be- Restaurant; Jane Rose,
lieved that in raising the money daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
he was helping to discharge a Rose, McKeel Equipment;
proper, moral obligation to the Kathy Rose, daughter of Mr.
men indicted for the Watergate and Mrs. William Rose, Jim
wiretapping. He said he thought Adams IGA; Sheri Thornton,
the money was to help pay daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will
their legal fees and support D. Thornton, Storey's Food
Giant;
Donna
their families.
Waldrup,
The money allegedly became daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
part of the Watergate cover-up. Columbus Waldrup; Monique
Kalmbach has denied knowl- Fabrics; Pamela White,
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Otley
edge of that.
White, Furches Jewelry; Beth
But later in the summer, Kal- WiLson, daughter of Mrs. Peggy
mbach said, his concern about Wilson and S.O. Wilson.,
the propriety of the fund-rais- Campus Casual; Nora Wyatt,
ing increased; and he finally daughter of
and
decided he would not be further Evorette
Mibliv---Ryan
involved
Company

Robert T. Young
With Local Firm

complete ROTC or serve in the
Army, the spokesman said.
Advance Course students are
selected from volunteers
completing the Basic Course.
Enrollment in the Advance
Course does obligate one to
accept a commission in the US
Army Reserves and serve on
active duty for a period that
may range in length from three
months to two years, depending
upon the individual's desire and
the needs of the Army.
Interested persons may obtain additional information by
contacting the Professor of
Military Science at Murray
State University.

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Barber
The funeral for Mrs. Sara
Pauline Barber of Route One,
Buchanan, Tenn., was held this
morning at eleven o'clock at the
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Term., with Bro. B.B. James
officiating.
Nephews
served
as
pallbearers and burial was in
the Hillcrest Cemetery.
Mrs. Barber, age 67, died
Sunday at 3:55 a.m, at the
General
Henry
County
Hosphal, Paris, Tenn. She was
a member of the Church of
Christ.
Born August 4, 1905, in Perry
County, Term., she was the
daughter of the late Thomas L.
Horner and Mkpnie Bates
Horner. She was married to
Wymer Waco Barber on
December 24, 1925, and he
survives.
Mrs. Barber is survived by
her husband; four daughters,
Mrs. Katherine Ludine Ray of
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Evelyn
June Tate of Parsons, Tenn.,
Mrs. Shirley Jean Pasetiall of
Hazel and Mrs. Aleta Gail
Darnell of Martin, Tenn.; two
sons, Wayner Horner Barber
and Glen Carlton Barber, both
of Dallas, Texas; one sister
'Katherine H. Butler of Chicago:
three brothers Torn Horner, and
Persley Horner both of Linden,
Term., Carl Horner of Detroit,
Mich.; ten grandchildren and
three great grandchildren.

Wilson Guthrie
Dies Monday
Wilson K Guthrie of Fort
Wayne, Ind., died Monday, at
7:40 p.m. at his home. He was 60
years of age and manager of the
Howard Johnson Motel there at
the time of his death.
The deceased was born
August 2, 1912, at Farmington.
He was a member of Chattanooga Lodge No. 199 Free and
Accepted Masons, Scottish Rite
of Chattanooga, Alhambra
Temple Shrine at Chattanooga,
and the United Commercial
Travelers.
Graveside rites will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
Murray Cemetery with the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Loraine Hovey Guthrie of Fort
Wayne, Ind.; stepdaughter,
Mrs. Judy Johnson of Columbia,
Mo.; stepson, Michael Meyers
of Idaho Falls, Idaho; sister-inlaw, Miss Meadow Huie of
Murray; two brothers, Virgil
.Guthrie and Calvin Guthrie,
both of Johnson City, Tenn.

Upper
OUAGADOUGOU,
Volta ( AP ) - Tens of thousands of tons of food, seed and
medicine from around the
world are pouring into droughtstricken West Africa in a race
against mass starvation and
death.
Widespread hunger and drastic food shortages amounting to
near famine still plague the six
worst-hit nations south of the
Sahara Desert. Some 24 million
persons live in the region.
Reports of death from outbreaks of measles and cholera
are increasing in the sun-baked
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Conducted For
Mrs. LaFever

Rawley Fair
Dies Monday
At Hospital

scattered carcasses of cattle
testify to a mass migration of
people, many of them desert
nomads, 'fleeing south to the
lusher coastal areas.
While exact figures are not
available, vast areas of crops
have been wiped out; millions
of cattle, goats and sheep have
perished; and thousands of village wells and lakes-even urban supplies-have dried up.
Some foreign diplomats are
upset by what they think is the
sometimes lethargic approach
taken by some African governments in getting relief programs under way.
"We couldn't do a thing until
we were asked to help," complained one diplomat in Senegal. He says months were
wasted trying to convince authorities that something should
be done
In Mali and Upper Volta, as
well as Senegal, there also
have been reports that tribal
considerations are affecting distribution of relief supplies.

Funeral Is Today
For Miss Hodges
Funeral services for Miss
Burlene Hodges of Murray
Route Five are being held today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. James West officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Mason Canady, Jimmy Knight,
Ronnie Gardner, Jackie
Canady, Bobby Hodges,and Pat
Hodges.
Interment will be in McCuiston Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Miss Hodges, age 42, died
Sunday at five a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital..
Survivors are three sisters,
Mrs. Ava Kiger, Mrs. Dorothy
Thompson, and Miss Lavelle
Hodges, and four brothers,
Thomas Noah, Owen, and Buck
Hodges.

Cratus Crass
Passes Away
Cratus E. Crass, brother of
Bonnie D. Crass of Kirskey
Route One, died Sunday,at 2:35
p.m. at the Benton Municipal
Hospital. He was 77 and a
residea of Benton Route One.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Brewers United Methodist
Church.
Crass is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Nell Crass; one daughter,
Mrs. Kathleen Holmes of
Marion, Ind.; two sons, James
Crass of Benton Route One and
Keith Crass of Frankfort, III.;
two sisters, Miss Hallene Crass
of Fredonia and Mrs. Nell
Benefield of St. Louis, Mo.;
brother, Bonnie D. Crass of
Kirksey Route One; nine
grandchildren; sixteen
great grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Ralph Gunter officiating
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Brewers Cemetecv.

Advertisement

Kalmbach
Continues Testimony
_
On Fund Raising For Defendants
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- Lawyer Herbert W. Kalmbach testified today that he raised money
for payments to the seven original Watergate defendants because it was incomprehensible
to him that top aides to President Nixon would ask him to do
anything improper.
Even when he changed his
mind and quit the secret fundraising operation, Kalmbach
said, he made no attempt to get
word of his concern to his
client, the President.
Nixon's former personal attorney said he had no inunediate reservations about 90lie'
!brig the money despite the use
of cash contributions, code
tames and secrecy.
----tte said he acted on the in*ruction of John-W Dean III,
H
counsel, and with the later re-

assurance of former Nixon aide
John D. Ehrlichman that it was
proper.
"I did not speak to the President, I spoke to Mr. Dean and
Mr. Ehrlichman," Kalmbach
told the Senate's televised,Watergate hearings. If I had
known at the time when I met
with Mr. Dean that he was asking me to do an illegal act, I
would have immediately gone
to Mr. Ehrlichman and spoken
to him about it ..."
The instructions from Dean
came on June 19, 1972, 12 days
after the wiretapping burglary
at Democratic headquarters.
Kalmbach quit the fund-raising
effort about three months, and
more than $900,006, later.
He testified before a Senate
committee preparing to ask for
tape recordings of Nixon's conversations with key figures in
the Watergate affair
Sen Lower/1 P Weicker Jr,,
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